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INTKODTICTION 
The defoliation diseases of tomato are probably responsible for a 
greater percentage of the losses experienoed in the tomato orop than any 
other group of tomato direases. It is extremely rare to find a tomato 
planting without some foliage disorder. 
Premature defoliation of tomatoes may be caused by a number of 
agents. The most conspiouous of these agents, end therefore the causes 
ifhioh seem most subjeot to direct control« are three fungi vdiioh may occur 
singly or in a complex of two or more. The de st mot Irene ss of these ftangi, 
like that of most pathogens attacking the aerial parts of plants, is 
Influenced by a number of environmental factors, rainfall and temperature 
being especially important. The mean average temperature in different 
reotions of the country is usually considered to determine which particular 
pathogen -«fill predominate. In the Southern states vdiere temperatures are 
high, Altemaria solanl (B. and U.) Jones and Grout, the cause of early 
blij^ht, predominates and is extremely destiruotlve if the moisture 
conditions are favorable. In the more temperate regions, as Msconsin, 
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and New Jersey, Septoria lycopersicl Speg. the c 
oeuse of Septoria leaf spot develops abundantly and A. solanl is less 
inqportant. In the intervening areas between the Northern and Southern 
states these organisms are widespread and are probably of equal importance. 
Phytophthora infostans (Uont.) de By., the cause of late blight of 
tomato, is limited to areas where the humidity is moderately high end the 
night temperatures are low. Severe losses of tomatoes caused by 
P. infestans have been reported from southiwest Virginia, west Virginia, 
New Tork, Connecticut end Massachusetts. 
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The diseases oaused by these foliage pathogens bring about a 
progressive defoliation of the plants begixming vdth the lower leaves and, 
if the envirozunent is favorable, extending to the upper-most leaflets. As 
a result, the yield and quality of fruit are greatly reduced. Altemaria 
solanl and Phytophthora infestans may also attack the ftniits oausing large 
surface lesions vdaioh are soon invaded by rot producing organiBms. 
The control measures applied to the tomato foliage diseases by the 
growers have been generally unsuccessful or unprofitable. Certain fungi­
cides , as Bordeaux mixture, properly applied to tomato plants will 
definitely protect the plants against infection. But Bordeaux mixture, 
applied in a sufficient number of sprays to give adequate protection 
throughout the growing season, frequently stunts the growth of the plants, 
delays the maturity of the crop and, under certain conditions, results in 
treated plants yielding less than the untreated plants. 
Of the many new fungicides developed in irecent years, the fixed or 
insoluble coppers are now widely used on a variety of orops, especially 
vegetables. They are relatively cheap, easily applied and appear to be 
less injurious to plant growth than Bordeaux idxfcure. An Investigation 
of the value of two of these fungicides, cuprous oxide and tribasic 
copper sulfate, for the control of tomato diseases in Southxiest Virginia 
is here reported. 
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PERTINEUT LITEllATURB 
The orgeaaiBr.'.e that produce the foliat;e difieasee of tomato have been 
knoivTi for many years end have been found to cause crop losses in certain 
seasons wherever toioatoes ai'e grovm. Late blight ie the oldest of these 
diseases, first having been observed on toffiatoes in England in 1847 by 
Payen (69) vAio described the symptomE on the fimit as follows: "This 
Eubstanoe, of a nisset brown colour, had oonsolidated the tissue, more or 
less deeply, around the point of insertion of the stalk." He observed the 
n^'celiuH in the diseased tissue as woll as th© ovoid spores with a 
protuberance at the apex* He concluded from his studies that the disease 
on toiaato fruits was caused by the same fungus as was the late blight of 
potato Botrytis (Phytophthora) infestans« In America, Thaxter (93) 
observed late blight on tomato leaves and fruit in 1889 in Conneotiout and 
Lialne, A little later in 1897, Beach (7) reported v/hat was undoubtedly 
late blight on tomato fniits on plants grordng in a forcing house in New 
York, Selby (80) observed a similar disease on tomatoes in forcing 
houses and gardens in Gblo about this some time. According to ^ mith (88) 
the vdnter tooiato crop in. certain sections of aouthem California -vmB 
oon?)letely ruined by late blight in 1906. The prevailing temperature in 
these sections -was vtarm in the day time and cool at night. 
In 1911 Reed (77) reported that the culture of tomatoes in south-
Trestem Virginia had become increasingly difficult during the previous 
five years, due to a serious leaf blight and fruit rot caused chiefly by 
Phytophthora infestans. Similar reports (18, 27, 46, 77, 91) from other 
sootions of the United States show that late blight has caused serious 
losses in the tocnato crop during certain seasons. It is quite evident 
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from these repox*t8 that late blight la a very destruotiTe dieease and 
that its deTelopment is largely dependent on eeasonal faotors. 
Fayen (69as -well as many other workers who followed^ observed the 
slnilarity between the late blight of tomsto and late blight of potato* 
Plowrlght (70)a Mo^pine (S3) and Reed (78) considered the pathogens from 
the two hosts identical but later workers, as Berg (8)» Giddings and Berg 
(28), Uelhus (58) end Roder (80), reported that the degree of pathogenicity 
of the orgenisms obtained from the two hosts was not the sane. INhile the 
evidence indicated that the initial infections of tomato originated from 
potato, it was not until recently that the con^plete story was known. 
Reddick and Mills (79) showed that the viznilenoe of the potato strain 
of the late blight pathogen could be increased by passing it throu^ a 
series of relatively resistant varieties of potato* These authors also 
demonstrated that the viznilenoe of the tomato strain for tomato was lost 
after the organism had been grown on slices of raw potato tuber for a few 
generations. Hills (60) found that the virulenoe of the potato strain 
for tomato could be built up until it was identical with that of the 
tomato strain by seven serial passages throu^ tomato. In nature, this 
number of generations would cover a period of four to six weeks, iriiioh he 
contends, accounts for tomato blight always occurring later in the season 
than potato blight. Ho concludes that the inooultm for the initial 
infection of tomato by the late blight pathogen in nature usually comes 
from potato, 
Septoria leaf spot was first reported on tomatoes in i^gentina in 
1882 by Spegastini (90) lAio named the pathogen Septoria lycopersici. The 
disease was first observed in England by Qiissow (33) in 1908. In the 
Uhited States, Earle (19) states that Septoria leaf spot first attracted 
attention in Alabama about 1894. In a survey made in 1916, Levin (48) 
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found that Septoria leaf spot was reported from every state in the 
eastern half of the United States and also from California, sJorton (67) 
in 1924 desorlbed leaf spot as the most oommon and destruotive disease of 
tomato in Marylcuid. He obsex^red that it was more severe during seasons, 
and on soils that are relatively unfavorable for vigorous plant growth. 
Humbert (43) in 1918 observed that Septoria leaf spot ooourred in nearly 
every garden and field in Ohio* The losses were said to vary from slight 
to very severe. Pritohard and Porte (74) showed that there was a oorre-
lation between humidity and the ocourrenoe of Septoria leaf spot. Tne 
average relative humidity was found to be highest in sections where the 
disease was most severe, namely. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and 
Virginia. They explained the absence of leaf spot in the South in mid-
sTimmer on the basis that the high temperatures which prevail during this 
period inhibit spoznilation of the pathogen* The maximum temperature for 
spoirulation was given as 80.5® F. (27® C.). 
Pritohiird and Porte (74) found that the minimum temperature for 
sporulation for S. lyoopersioi *ras 59° F. (15° C.). On. the basis of this 
information, they recommended that large vigorous plants be set esu-ly in 
the season, and that cultural practices be adopted that will bring about 
as much growth as possible before temperatures favorable for infection 
are encountered, tfunoie (64) reported that under conditions existing in 
Pennsylvania the leaf spot fungus first appears in the field on a few 
plants during the early part of July end then spreads from these primary 
infeotions to the rest of the crop. He concludes that wind, rain, and 
man are the principal agents of dissemination. 
Early blight of tomato was definitely Imown to occur in the TMited 
States as early as 1897. The causal fungus was observed first on potato 
by Ellis and Martin (22) liho in 1682 named it Maorosporium solanl £. and 
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M. In 1897 Jones and Grout (4S) re^-named it Altemaria solani (B« and M*) 
Jones a^d Qrout on the basis that spores were sometimes borne in chains* 
The most serious losses trcm. early blight have been reported from the 
Southern states* especially Louisiana and Mississippi (20)• The ooourrenoe 
of early blight in destruotive proportions in these southern areas may be 
aooounted for in part by the rather high optimum temperature requirement 
of the pathogen nhioh was determined by Rands (76) and by nightingale and 
Ramsey (66) to be 80(> F« (26*6^ C.). 
The influenoe of plant nutrition on the ooourrenoe of the foliage 
diseases on tomato plants has been investigated to a limited extent* 
Pritohard and Porte (73) studied the development of Septoria leaf spot 
on plants grown in soil supplied irith varying amounts of different plant 
nutrient elements* The data from their experiments are not published in 
full but are Illustrated graphioally* It appears from the graphs that on 
plaxitB supplied i*itb a normal amount of phosphorus and potassium and 0, 50» 
150, 300 and 500 parts per million of nitrogen, the average ntmiber of 
lesions per square inch of leaf surface decreased from appioxinately ten at 
0 p*p*m* of nitrogen to about four at 500 p*p*m« Varying the supply of 
phosphorus and holding the nitrogen and potassium constant did not appear 
to cause a consistent fluctuation in the number of lesions* If the 
nitrogen EUVI phosphorus -were deficient and increasing amounts of potassium 
vere applied, there was a xvgular Increase in the number of lesions 
developing per given area* These experimsnts were not extensive enough to 
warrant any definite oonolusiO(n,but the data suggest that nutrition may 
influenoe to a limited degree the reaotion of tomato plan-ts to the foliage 
disease pathogens* 
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So reports are available to shew the influence of plant nutrition on 
the development of Phytophthora lafestaoa on totnato but Yowinokel (98) made 
studies of this nature cm potato. In his studiei nitrogen* potassium, 
phosphorus and magnesium were each in turn omitted from tho nutrient 
solution applied to potato plants grx>wing in sterilized eand* Tho growth 
of the fungus on these plants vm.s then observed* Sporulation was profuse 
on the plants that received a complete nutrient solution and on plants that 
received a solution vdth either nitrogen* phosphorus or magnesium omitted 
but it was sparse on plants that received a nutrient solution with potassium 
omitted* 
MoNew (55) in tests conducted in New York foxuid that inoreases in 
yields as a result of spraying or dusting were directly correlated with th« 
effectiveness of the fertilizer used in protnoting plant productivity* No 
fex^ilieer treatment* however* prevented defoliation on unprotected plants* 
Horsfall and Haiiberger (40) and* more recently* Barratt and Richards 
(6) have deiscnstrated that factors which hasten "physiological" maturii^ of 
tomato plants* such as* early planting* heavy fruit load and deleafing* 
hasten defoliation of the plants by Altemaria solani vihile factors that 
retard "physiological'* maturity* such as* defruiting end late planting* 
retard defoliation* Horton (67) observed that plants injured by prolonged 
wilting In dry weather were attacked more readily by Septorla lyoopersici 
than actively growing plants* Uoore and Thomas (62) showed that young 
plants that were allowed to remain in a wilted condition for a period of 
time before transplanting were more susceptible to injury by Alter^in-ia 
solani than plants not permitted to wilt* The use of fertilisers* pruning* 
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tiiae of planting, eto», while influoncing the response of the taaato plant 
to the pathogens, do not appear to offer any indications of serving at 
oontrol toethods • 
The most efficient control of the tomato foliage diseases must be 
based on a thorough knowledge of the souroe and method of transfer of the 
inoculum* It has been demonstrated for each of these diseases that the 
pathogen my be transmitted on infected crop refuse and on seed taken from 
diseased fruits* Boyd (11) reported that Phytophthora infestans appeared 
to have been carried overwinter on refuse in one field in Uassachusetts 
whsre a late orop of tomatoes had grotm the previous season* Later, he 
found that seedstakou from diseased tomato fzoiits ^rere often infested with 
F* iiifeataas and that seedlings grown from suoh seed frequently developed 
primry infeotions by the late blight organism* Pritohard and Porte (75) 
found that Septoria lyoopersici overwintered on old diseased plants but not 
in the soil. On the basis of this information they reooomended that orop 
refuse be plowed under in the fall* Eridrtnri and Celino (23) iroricing la 
the Philippine Islands showed that spores of S* lyoopersioi remained viable 
for as long as six months on dried leaves and that this pathogen persisted 
frcBii one season to the next in the form of spores or mycelium on diseased 
plant material* They also found that the fungus could be transmitted on 
the seed* 
Massee (52) in 1914 found hibernating nQroelium of Alteniarla solanl 
on the surface of tooiato seed and iiithin the seed-eoat* More recently, 
liillttr and Crosier (59) examined 468 lots of tomato seed for seed borne 
pathogens and found an average of 1*84 per oent of the aeed in these Iota 
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infestod with A» golani» Treatment of the aeed with bichloride of neroury 
reduced the percentage of infestatiim to 1*01 per oent* The failure of the 
nurfaoe disinfection to eliminate the pathogen from aU of the infested 
seeds indicates that some of the fungus was internal* One lot of the 
seed, which was found to contain 1«57 per oent itifested seed, was planted 
in virgin soil along with another lot of diseaseHTree seed* The seedlings 
that grew from the lot containing infested seed became hearily infected 
with A» solani saddle the seedlings from the disease-free seed were healthy* 
Hoore« Thomas luid Vaughan (63) nade extenslTe studies oter a period 
of four years to deteraine iriiether the iooidenoe of seedling infection by 
A* solani could be reduced by seed treatment* Sereral methods of treatment 
were emplc^ed including a hot water treatsient whioh would destr(^ the organ­
ism within the seed as well as cm Hio surfaoe* The treated seed was then 
plsuzted in the open in soil knom to have been free of solanaoeous crops 
for ten years or more* With one possible exception, the results of their 
tests indloated that seed treatments were of no value in reducing seedllog 
infection under field conditions* In 19S9 seedlings from seed treated with 
a double treatment of liquid Ceresan f <d.lowed by Guprooide dust shoired 
significantly fewer infections than seedlings from untreated seed* In the 
other three years of the test the Ceresan*<!uproeide treatmsnt gave no 
reduotiOD in the nuober of infections* 
Sampson, Hkigent and Shenberger (84) found oxily two seeds internally 
infected with A* solaai la 5669 examined fron a lot of seed taken from cull 
fruits shoiring an abundance of early blight infection* In 15,590 seeds 
extracted fron fruits of mazketable quality none was found intentally 
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infected* They concluded from their studies that the initial infection of 
seedlings gro?d.ng under field conditions oould not be aeoounted for on the 
basis of seed transndssion of the pathogen* Sampson and Thonots (85) state 
that A> Bolanl occurs naturally in the soil in all parts of Indiana, regard­
less of the preTious tomato orqps* Moore, Thomas and Taughan (62) claim 
that there is a widespread ooourrenoe of solatti in the soil of certain 
seotions of the South but their data on this subject have not been published. 
In a test conducted in Indiana* Thomas (94) grew tomato seedlings from 
disease-free seed in soil that had groim tomatoes the prerious aeason end 
in soil that had grom soy beans* In the seedlings folloning tomatoes, 
5*9 per cent contracted collar rot infection caused by A< solani tihile in 
those following 8<^ beans only 0«4 per oent showed collar rot infeotion* 
In Georgia, 7en Hal tern (96) showed that A» solani oould oreminter in soil 
that had grovm tomatoes the prerious season,but the results of his tests 
indicated that diseased seed was a more iaq^ortant souroe of inoculum for 
seedling infection than infested soil* 
The a-railable reports cited abore show that the pathogens causing 
tooato foliage diseases orerwinter in the field on orop refuse and laay be 
transmitted on the seed* In addition, Phytophthora infestans is trans­
mitted in seed potatoes and spreads from the early potato crop to toraatoes* 
Therefore, a control program for the tomato folitige diseases should 
Include orop rotation, the use of disease-free seed, isolation of the 
tmato orop from potatoes and general sanitation measures to reduce the 
amounts of the primary inocula* 
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The applloation of measures to roduoe the amount of the prlsiary 
inooulvin has not proven effeotive anough to oontrol tho tomato foliage 
diseases; and« therefore* other oontrol measures have been sought* The 
most desirable oontrol measure would be the use of resistant varieties and 
a nunbor of studies on varietal resistance have been made* 
Read (77) observed that the ""Oherry* and "Plua" Tarietias were able 
to withstand late blight while the large fruited varieties were oompletely 
destroyed* Jatzynina (44) working in Russia tested several varieties for 
resistance to Septoria leaf spot and late blight and found the varieties 
Mikado and Modern Ho. 1 to be the most resistant of those tested but the 
degree of resistanoe -was not recorded* In Genaasgr* Boook (9) found the 
Luoullus variety to be partially resistant to late blight* In the United 
<'3tate8« Manns (50) tested some of the popiilar oommeroial varieties and 
found them all to be very susceptible to early blight* Jndes (3) observed 
that a few of the oommareial varieties of tomato possess partial resistanoe 
to early blight ojid Septoria leaf spot* Crosses were zaade between some of 
these varieties that showed partial resistance^ in an attempt to incorporate 
the resistanoe factors into one line. This Investigation is still in 
progress* Wright and Lincoln (107) and Alexander* Linooln and Wright (l) 
tested 448 tomato accessions representing five species of the genus 
Lycopersicon for resistance to the diseases ocotirring in the United States* 
Only one aooession of L* eseulcntoa F* I* Ho* 129069 was foiind to be 
resistant to Altemaria Bolani* Six of the aooessions of lycopersicon 
hirsutun proved to be resistant to Altemaria solanl and Septoria 
lycoperslci* Locke (49) suooeeded la orosslng Iprooporsioon esculsntum and 
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a resistant aooessioa of L» hlrsutum> The plants of this oroBS were 
resistant to Septorla lyoopereioi and moderately susceptible to Alternaria 
80laai« 
Sinoe desirable -varieties of tomato resistant to the foliage diseases 
are not arailable at presmt, it is neoessaxy that other more temporazy 
control--neattures, such as the application of fungioides* be employed* in 
intensire investigation into the izse of fungicides has been ntade, 
especially during the last ten years* 
The first experiments with the use of a fungicide to oootrol the 
foliage diseases of tomato (probably late blight and early blight) wore 
carried on by Halsted (34) in 1894 and 1895* He found -tiiat Bordeaux 
mixture gave partial control of these diseases, especially on the fruits* 
About that saae time Earle (19) reported using Bordeaux mixture on tonatoea 
for the control of Septoria leaf spot and early blight in Alabama* In his 
experiments, ono applioatioc of Bordeaux mixture prevented the spread of 
the Septoria leaf spot but it apparently required three or four s^plioations 
to control early blight* Powell (71) reported in 1898 that -variable 
results vere ob-tained from the use of Bordeaux mixtare on tomtoes in 
Delaware* In some eases the uxisprayed plants yielded more than the sprayed 
ones while in other oases thoy yielded less* The first extensive testing 
of different fungicides on tomatoes -was probably that carried on by Reed 
(77) in Virginia in 1911* Three applications of a 4-5-^0 Bordeaux mixture 
gave excellent control of late blight and Septoria leaf spot but the some 
number of s^plioations of a 1-55 lime-sulfur spray only gave d.ight 
control* Frosme (25) in experiments oanducted in 1918-1919 was able to 
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Increase the yields of sovind fruit about 70 per cent by applying Bordeaux 
mixture virLth resin-flsh-oil soap as a wetting agent# In his testa copper-
lime dust also proved to be very effective in the control of Phytophthora 
fruit rot. In experiments conducted in eastern Virginia, Geise, Zimraerley 
and Spencer (26) and Davis, Spencer and Zinniierley (16) shewed that spraying 
•with Bordeaux mixture or dusting with copper-lime dust increased the yield 
of tomatoes# On the basis of the results of expsriments conducted in a 
mimber of localities, Pritohard and Clark (72) rated the effiolen<^ of the 
fungicides used in their testa as folloire: copper-aoap spray, first; aoap-
Bordeaux mixture, second; and, Bordeaux mixture, third. 
Hhile it has been clearly demonstrated that the use of Bordeaux mixture 
on tomatoes under certain conditions gives substantially increased yields, 
it has been equally as well proven that under other conditions no increase, 
or even a decrease may occur. Edgerton (21), Bc^le (13), Martin (51), 
TThlpple and Walker (100), Horsfall, Hagie and Suit (42) and Wilson and 
Sunnels (106) have shown that Bordeaux mixture delays the date lAien the 
highest yield of ripe fruit is obtained and frequently results in decreased 
total yields. 
The possibility of using other fungioldes that vould be less injurious 
to the plants than Bordeaux mixture raoeived little attention until about 
1935 when Horsfall and Hamilton (38) and Wilson and Runnels (106) began 
studies <m the use of suoh materials as copper oxyohloride, copper 
phosphato and cuprous codde* These forms of oopper were found to be much 
less Injturious to tomato plants than Bordeaux mixture and at the same time 
gave considerable proteotioa against Infeotlon* It was obsenred by Ibmcie 
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and fiiight (65) in Michigan and "Jileon (lOl) in Ohio, however, that these 
materials caused a reduction in yield, hut to a less extent then Bordeaux 
mixture, if the foliage diseases ^ re not a factor, 
Gilbert (29) compared the relative efficiency of 12 fungicides for 
the control of foliage diseases on tomatoes In J^ode Island in 1939, The 
highest yields of marketable fruits were obtained with a Cuprooide-celite 
dust mixture. In his test the fimgicides applied as dusts gave higher 
yields of IIo, 1 fruits than the same Auigicides applied as sprays, 
Harrison (35) found that tomato plants treated with Cuprooide epray for 
the control of early blight produced more marketable fruits than plants 
sprayed with homemade Bordeaux mixture, conmeroial Bordeaux mixture or 
Copper Hydro "40", 
Green and Ashworth (32) tested seven Amgicidee in an experiment con­
ducted in England on the control of Fhytophthora infestane on tomatoes. 
The best results .rere obtained with two proprietaiy copper-containing 
mixtures designated as C and D, Bordeaux mixture and Burgundy mixture 
gave the next best control and lime sulfur was practically worthless. In 
Deiunark, Gram and Thomsen (31) obtained partial control of P, infestans on 
tomatoes by spraying with "Nosperit" (a product of Hochat Farbwerke), 
Drummond (17) used "Nosprasit** on traiatoes in Bra*il for the control of 
Septorla ly coper si ci. Twenty-five plants sprayed 'jrtth ^JjfeBprasit" yielded 
609 fruits while the same nximber of unsprayed planted yielded only 175 
fruits. 
In Queensland, Teitoh (97) found that the insoluble copper fungicides 
were as effective in controlling tomato foliage diseases as Bordeaux 
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Mixture azid had tho advantage of not r<eduoliig the yield to aB great an 
extoot as Bordeaux fixture• Basic copper oarbonate with kaolin and de** 
hydrated copper sulfate "with lime* applied as dustt||gaTe as effeotiTe 
disease control as spray lAisctures during seasons only moderately favorable 
for infection, but the dusts wore less effective than the sprays during 
seasons favorable for an epiphytotio* 
Gopfert (30) in Germany used Waoker* s Bordeaux sixtura at 1«0« 1*5 and 
2,0 per oent dilutions for the control of Phytopbthora iafestans on 
touatods* The highest yields were obtained from plants sprayed with the 
2*0 per oent dilution which gave praotically cooplete control of late 
blight# In Trinidad, Bryant (14) recofflaended using Burgundy mixture on 
tamatoes for the control of Septoria lyoopersioi* 
Taylor, Child and Leach (92) tested the ralua of six fungicidal sprays 
for controlling tomato early blight in 1942* In their test Perraate proved 
superior to all the other fungicides used* In 1943, Fermate was further 
tested but in that year it was implied in several dust siixtures* The 
effeotiveness of these different dusts for controlling Altemaria solanl 
on tomtoes in 1943 were rated in the foUotring descending order: 
10^ Fermate, 6^ Fermate plus lOj^ sulfur, 5^ Fermate, 2*^ Pemate and 
6^ copper oxyohloride* 
Heubez^er and Manns (S6) reported in 1943 that the addition of sine 
sulfate and lime to certain sprsy mixtures inoreased their efficienoy in 
controlling A« solanl on potatoes» Disodlum ethylene bisdlthiooarbamate 
(He 175) used alone gavs 40^ control but used with sine sulfate and llioe it 
gave 92^ control; Tellcw Cuprocide used alone gave 68^ control and with 
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tlno sulfate end lime, 86^ oontrol. 
The praotioabllity of applying fungioidee on the oosBneroial plantings 
of tomatoes in eastern Virginia remains in doubt. While the early 
investigations conducted in this seotion indicated that a considerable 
Increase in yield might be obtained from spraying or dusting (16), more 
recent tests have shoma that this may not be true for all seasons (68), 
Cook and Nugent (16) stated that observations over a period of years 
indicate that the foliage diseases are not of economical importance more 
often than about one year in five in eastern Virginia, Considering the low 
margin of profit in the tomato crop, it would not bo economical to spray 
every year in order to obtain protection during the occasional year when 
foliage diseases are destructive. This observation, however, does not 
apply to southwest Virginia where the diseases are moderate to severe 
nearly every year. 
The reports from the various sections vdiere fungicides have been 
employed on tomatoes appear to indicate that the value of Hmgicidal 
applications in bringing about larger yields is dependent on the severity 
of the epiphytotic. According to Wilson (lOS), increases in yield ft-om 
dusting or spraying with fixed coppers are seldom obtained unless the 
defoliation of untreated plants is at least 20 per cent. For Bordeaux 
mixture the defoliation of unsprayed plemts must be from 30 to 40 per 
cent before increases in yield can be obtained (102). 
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EXPSRIUBNTAL 
The present Investigation into the oontrol of tomato leaf diseases in 
southwest Virginia may be oonreniently grouped into three phases as 
follows: (1) 1940-1942 field experiments* in which tribasic copper 
sulfate and cuprous oxide, used as sprays and as dusts, were ooiq>ared with 
Bordeaux mixture and with an untreated oheolc; (2) 1945 field experiment, 
in which tribasic dust was compared with cuprous oxide dust and with an 
untreated check, the fungicidal treatments being made on plots receiving 
normal fertilization and on plots receiving supplemental applications of 
nitrate of soda; and (3) laboratory and greenhouse studies, in which the 
fungicidal dusts were further compared by a standardized technique 
suggested by the American Pbytopathologioal Sooieiy, Ccotmittee on 
Standardization of Fungicidal Tests* 
Field Experiments 1940-1942 
The field experiments were all conducted on the experimental farm of 
the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Static, Blaciksburg, Virginia* The 
plan of the field studies was not ohanged during the three years,1940-1942* 
In 1940 an early killing frost terminated the expezlment when approximately 
one-third of the fruit of "Uie later varieties had ripened* Therefore, the 
results of the 1940 test are only briefly presented for the single early 
variety irtiich matured 80 to 90 per oent of its fruits before the frost 
occurred* 
IB 
Material8 and Methoda 
The plots were arranged in a split-plot design in -which three Tarieties 
and six treatmentB vere used* The Tsrietiee irere Earliana (early)» 
Pritohard (medium early), and Ifaz^lobe (late). Sinoe those varieties 
differ in date of siaturity and yielding abili-ty, the data an eaoh variety 
have been analyzed separately* In the statistical analyses the data for 
each year were handled sepeurately, because 1941 was extremely dry in late 
Sumner and oonditions were unfaTrorable for the foliage disease organisms, 
vdiile in 1942 heavy rains ooourred and the environmental conditions were 
quite favorable for these orgenisios* The saisB area of ground was used for 
the experiment eaoh year* It was first planted to tomatoes in 1940* 
Previous to that date It had grown various field orops* 
The field was approzinately 66 feet wide by 450 feet long* It was 
divided lengthwise into three seotions that were planted to the three 
varieties* The treatment plots were arranged orosswise or at right angles 
to the Tarietal section* Bach individual plot contained i/L21 acre in 
i^oh 30 plants were planted in five rows 4 feet apart with the plants S 
feet ^part in the row* The treatments were replicated four times* nie 
plants were grown in the greenhouse and transplanted to the field about 
Jiuie 1* A 4-12-4 fertiliser was broadcast at the rate of 600 pounds per 
acre Just before setting* A side application of nitrate of soda (about 50 
pounds per acre) was made after the first fruits were set* 
The fungloidal applications were started on July 1 and repeated at 
about ten-d<^ intervals* In 1940 weather oonditions delayed setting of the 
plants two weeks and the fungicidal applioations were started the first 
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neek of July* Five i^plloatlons were made* In 1941 the July 1 applloatioa 
waa otnitted on Pritchard and Ifarglobe since they were not sufficiently 
adTanoed in maturity at that tine* The last application in 1941 was made 
on August 20, i&aking a total of six applications on Earliana asid fire on 
Pritchard and Usurglobe* In 1942 all varieties reoeired fire applications, 
the last being made on August 15* 
The early sprays were implied with a sioall motor driren sprayer of the 
wheelbarrow iype* A pressxire of about 150 pounds was laaintained* The last 
two spray applications in 1941 and the last one in 1942 were made with a 
large power sprayer, operated at a pressure of about 225 poxmds (see 
Plate 1A}* The sprays were applied from a single nozzle on a short rod* 
The plants were sprayed thoroughly but were not drenched* 
The dusts were applied with a motor driren duster (Messinger)* This 
dxister was made for row dusting, being equipped with four dust outlets, 
but for these tests, three of the openings were closed and a long fleadble 
tube conneoted to the fourUi* A man held this tube and applied the dust to 
the plants from all sides* In this my the foliage was uniformly corered 
with a Bdnimum amount of dust* In order to prerent drifting of the dust 
on to the adjacent plot a heayy cloth was spread orer the border rem vftiile 
the dust was being applied (See Plate IB)* 
The fruits were harvested at frequent intervals and graded into four 
grades t Vo« 1, Ho* 2, culls, and rots* Bach grade was then weighed and 
recorded as pounds per plot* The specifioations for U* S* grades were 
followed exoept for color* The fruits were sold for table use and it was 
neoessary to pick them when they were only partially colored| otherwise the 
Plate 1 
Views showing the methods of applying fimgioides 
to tw&atoes on e:)q[>erimental plots. A, ^ plying 
a spray by mesns of a power sprayer. The spray 
applications in early season were made with a 
Ginaller spray rig, D, Applying^ a dust with a 
Messinger motor-driven duster. 
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Plate 1 
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No* 1 and So* 2 grad«8 met U* S* specifications for oanniiag stodk* The 
weights of rotted fruits in 1942 do not represent all the fruits that should 
have been in this classf since naoy fruits destrojred by soft rot vere 
itoashed and lost in picking* In 1941 soft rot iras of minor i^ortanoc* 
The materials employed in these studies were tribaslc copper sulfate 
and cuprous axtde, each used in the fora of a dust and 8pray« and Bordeaux 
mixture spray* The tribasio copper sulfate dust used iiras laixed espeoially 
for our test by the Tennessee Copper Conqpany* It contained 12^ pounds of 
tribasio oopper sulfate (63*0 per oent netalllo copper)« 20 potuods of 
wheat floxir, and 67^ pounds of olay* The cuprous oxide used in the 
preparation of the oopper oxide dust was taanufaotured by Rofaia and Haas 
Comfiaxtyg but the dust mixture was prepared by Southern States CoqperatiTe 
espeoially for our use* Red ouprous oxide was used in 1941 and tho dust 
mixture contained 5*1 per oent laetallio copper; whereas in 1942, the 
yellow cuprous oxide was used and the metallic oopper content of the dust 
mixture was reduced to 4*1 per oent* The oopper oxide dust used in the 
first three applloations in both seasons containedf in addition to the 
copper, 20 per oent calcium srsenate* The dust used in. subsequent 
applications, howerer* contained no calciisa arsenate* 
The tribasio oc^per sulfate used as a spray was manufactured by the 
Tennessee Copper Conpany cuid it analysed 53*9 per oent metallio copper* 
The spray mixture oontained four pounds tribasio copper sulfate and one 
pound soybean flour to 100 gallons water* The soybean flour was made Into 
a thin paste by stirring with a small amount of water, after which it was 
added to the sprt^ tank* 
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The oopper oxide for the spray was majiufaotured by Rohm ai^d Haaa 
Goripany and sold under the trade name of "Yellow Cuprooido," It contained 
83 per oent metallio oopper and was used at the rate of l{ pounds to 100 
gallons of water. 
The Bordeaux mijcture used in thoce tests vr&e a standard 4-5-60 Bordeaux 
mixture prepared from powdered copper sulfate and agricultural hydrated 
lime. 
As nentloned above, the yield reoordo on Pritchard and L'>arglobe -"^yere 
incomplete as a result of an early frost, 151© data obtained on Barliona 
and tho incomplete data on Pritohord emd Warglobe, however, clearly showed 
that the yields of tomatoes oould be greatly increased bj*- the use of 
fungicides. The greatest Increases in the short season of 1940 trere with 
tribaf=iifl copper eulfate and cuprous oxide, applied sithnr as a sprny or a 
dust. The yleldsof the plots sprnyed with Bordeaux mixture •wore sij^iifi-
cantly less than those from the plots treated with the other fimgicldes. 
The T>ordeauT mixture Bprayed plots •wsro found not to differ signlfionntly 
from the unsprn^red check. On Earliann the average yield -was slightly 
hip;her than that of the check, but on Pritchnrd and Marf;lobe it -ems lo^rer 
than tho checVs. The calculated per-acre yields of ripe fruits for the 
different treatments on Karliann vjere as follows; 
Results of 1940 Test 
Tribasic oopper sulfate spraj' 
Cuprous oxide spray 
Ounrons oxide dust 
14,14 tonsi/ 
14,77 tons 
12,35 tons 
1 The yields given were calculated from the average of four plots of 25 
plants each. In 1940 the fruits wore not graded; therefore, these 
yields Include some fruits that should have been classed as culls. 
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Tribasic copper sulfate dust 
Bordeaux mixture spray - - -
C h e o k  - - - - - - - - - - - -
14.54 tons 
9.96 tons 
9,19 tona 
Re suite of 1941 Test 
The yield data obtained from the 1941 experiment are tjiven in table 1 
and graphically illustrated in figure 1 and 2, The yields at the several 
pickings have been grouped so as to give the total yields for 10-day 
periods, beginning August 8. It will be noted that no fruits -were picked 
from the Pritchard variety during the first 10-day period nor from the 
Marglobe variety during the first two lO-day periods. This means that 
Pritchard began ripening fxTJit 10 days later than Earliana, and Marglobe 
20 days later than Earliana, In 1941 there was a sigziificant difference 
in yields of the three varieties. The total yield of No. 1 and No. 2 
fruits frori all treatments was 6469 pounds for Earliana, 5264 pounds for 
Pritchard, and 4494 pounds for Marglobe. A study of the weather records 
given in table 3 will reveal the reason for the larger yield of the 
earlier maturing varieties. There -was an abiuidance of rainfall in June 
and July, but in August and September the rainfall -Kas deficient, Earliana, 
having made all of its initial growth in the favorable season of June and 
July, ripened an abundance of fruit in the dry month of August, On the 
other hand, the growth of the later raturtng varieties was not sufficiently 
advanced to escape damage froo: the dry weather in August and September. 
Marglobe, the latest of the three varietiesywas affected most by the 
drouth. Because of the influence of this seasonal factor, a comparison 
between varieties is not justified, although there may have been some 
differences in varietal sxieoeptibility. 
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Tabic 1.—Yield of tomatoes in 1941 from plots approximately 1/30 acre i 
Kurlianu Pritchurd Marglobe 
Troutnionl 
Hurvcat 
dates No. 1 
JM, 
16.8 
50.3 
201.8 
281.3 
102.0 
20.3 
2.0 
No. 2 Culls Hota No. I No. 2 Culls Rots No. 1 No. 2 Culla Rots 
Trihniiic duHt 
Total 
8/2-8/11 
H/l:i-8/21 K/22-8/rU 
0/1-9/10 
9/11-9/20 
9/21-9/iiO 
lO/l-lO/lO 
Lha. 
8.8 
39.5 
106.5 
197.3 
77.5 
24.5 
4.3 
Lba. 
6.0 
22.0 
52.5 
74.6 
53.3 
33.8 
12.3 
Lbs. 
4.5 
12.3 
20.8 
18.0 
9.0 
6.3 
2.5 
Lba. 
0.0 
6.3 
64.5 
29-1.3 
268.3 
50.6 
5.3 
Lbs. 
0.0 
3.8 
19.0 
79.8 
113.5 
31.5 
13.3 
Lbn. 
0.0 
2.0 
12.0 
24.5 
43.3 
60.5 
62.5 
Lbs. 
0.0 
0.8 
1.8 
9.8 
8.3 
4.5 
5.5 
Lbs. 
0.0 
0.0 
17.0 
150.2 
253.3 
97.0 
25.3 
Lbs. 
0.0 
0.0 
12.8 
35.0 
92.4 
58.5 
45.3 
Lbs. 
0.0 
0.0 
2.8 
5.2 
21.8 
68.5 
67.2 
Lbi. 
0.0 
0.0 
1.9 
5.9 
4.0 
6.3 
6.3 
677. r> 458.4 254.4 73.4 689.2 260.9 204.8 30.7 542.8 244.0 155.5 23.4 
Copper oxide 
(iust 
Total 
8/2-8/n H/12-8/21 
8/22-8/31 
9/3-9/10 
9/11-9/20 
9/21-9/30 
10/I--10/10 
15.8 
64.i) 
177.r) 
301.0 
114.0 
27.3 
l.T) 
8.8 
37.5 
121.5 
M4.3 
68.3 
30.0 
3.3 
7.0 
31.3 
64.0 
96.8 
79.5 
32.3 
4.3 
3.8 
11.5 
22.3 
13.8 
8.3 
3.5 
2.0 
O.O 
3.3 
67.2 
261.0 
266.1 
36.6 
4.5 
0.0 
3.3 
18.1 
75.3 
138.2 
29.3 
10.3 
0.0 
1.5 
15.1 
21.6 
50.9 
50.9 
43.5 
0.0 
0.8 
4.9 
10.5 
5.3 
3.5 
4.0 
0.0 
0,0 
16.3 
135.2 
255.2 
77.7 
14.6 
0.0 
0.0 
16.1 
38.3 
114.3 
42,5 
22.4 
0.0 
0.0 
4.6 
7.7 
29.7 
56.9 
62.4 
0.0 
0.0 
1.2 
5.4 
6.7 
5.6 
4.8 
701.6 413.7 315.2 65.2 638.7 274.5 183,5 29.0 498.9 233.6 161.3 23.7 
Coppor oxide 
apray 
Total 
8/2-8/11 
H/12-8/2] 
8/22-8/31 
9/3-9/10 
9/11-9/20 
9/21-9/30 
10/1-10/10 
19.5 
71.8 
216.0 
322.8 
119.0 
60.8 
6.0 
10.8 
37.5 
111.5 
148.3 
67.8 
32.0 
4.0 
6.3 
25.0 
55.0 
69.5 
48.5 
41.5 
10.0 
3,8 
7,3 
15,5 
13,8 
10.5 
7.0 
3.3 
O.O 
5.5 
58.8 
252.3 
229.3 
67.5 
12.0 
0.0 
3.5 
21.3 
53.8 
117.5 
49.5 
20.0 
0.0 
2.5 
11.8 
18.0 
35.0 
58.0 
64.5 
0.0 
1.8 
2.3 
10.3 
6.8 
3.3 
6.8 
0.0 
0.0 
16.1 
120.3 
255.6 
103.9 
17.8 
0.0 
0.0 
16.5 
34.0 
99.4 
62.1 
32.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.1 
4.7 
25.3 
55.4 
64.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.5 
5.5 
7.6 
4.2 
4.1 
815.9 411.9 255.8 61.2 625.4 265.6 189.8 31.3 513.2 244.0 144.5 23.9 
Check 
ToUl 
8/2-8/11 
8/12-8/21 
8/22-8/31 
9/3-9/10 
9/11-9/20 
9/21-9/30 
10/1-10/10 
17,6 
58.9 
169.3 
118.4 
24,2 
0.3 
0 
9.8 
51.6 
123.4 
85.0 
21.3 
1.8 
0.5 
8.3 
57.7 
79.2 
86.2 
65.8 
8.8 
1.8 
5.8 
14.3 
24.1 
21.4 
13.3 
2.3 
1.5 
0.0 
7.8 
87.3 
207.0 
124.0 
4.3 
0.3 
'• '^0.2 
0.0 
4.8 
28.0 
89.5 
85.3 
5.5 
2.5 
0.0 
2.3 
30.3 
48.5 
70.8 
56.3 
24.5 
0.0 
1.5 
4.0 
16.8 
14.3 
4.0 
5.5 
0,0 
0,0 
34.0 
158.0 
179.3 
31.1 
4.7 
0.0 
0.0 
18.2 
61.9 
105.8 
26.9 
13.8 
0.0 
0.0 
11.5 
22.7 
61.1 
62.1 
40.1 
0.0 
0.0 
3.7 
8.3 
8.3 
3.1 
4.1 
388.7 293.4 307.8 82.7 215.6 232.7 46.1 407.1 226.6 197.5 27.5 
Trilmsic Hpray 
Total 
8/2-8/11 
8/12-8/21 
8/22-8/31 
9/3-9/10 
9/1N9/20 
9/21-9/30 
10/1-10/10 
21.9 
83.2 
198.6 
328.4 
119.9 
42.2 
3.3 
797.5 
9.8 
54.8 
104.3 
175.2 
58.6 
29.7 
2.8 
435.2 
5.8 
34.5 
60.1 
102.2 
58,y 
45.1 
12.6 
7.3 
7,8 
18,3 
13.1 
7.8 
7.0 
4.8 
0.0 
4.8 
C8.3 
287.5 
272.3 
45.5 
11.0 
0.0 
3.3 
22,0 
66,3 
115.8 
36.5 
21.6 
0.0 
1.3 
14.5 
23.8 
46.5 
56.3 
84.5 
0.0 
0.3 
2.3 
9.5 
4.3 
4.5 
6.8 
0.0 
0,0 
21,8 
195.7 
227.9 
81.0 
24.4 
0.0 
0.0 
18.1 
46.6 
96.1 
53.8 
43.3 
0.0 
0.0 
5.9 
7.3 
33.0 
65.4 
81.6 
0.0 
0.0 
3.8 
9.2 
7.6 
1.7 
7.0 
319.2 66.1 679.4 265.4 226.9 27.7 550.8 257.9 193.2 29.3 
Bordeaux 
Total 
8/2-8/11 
8/12-8/21 
8/22-8/31 
9/3-9/10 
9/11-9/20 
9/21-9/30 
10/1-10/10 
22.8 
59.8 
177.5 
260.5 
K6.5 
58.0 
10.8 
6.3 
44.8 
84.3 
154.0 
64.8 
39.5 
10.5 
6.0 
33.3 
67.8 
76.8 
63.5 
52.0 
16.8 
3.3 
8.0 
16.3 
16.0 
11.5 
7.3 
4.0 
0.0 
4.5 
54.0 
260.3 
175.8 
97.0 
20.8 
0.0 
2.0 
21.3 
61.8 
122.3 
65.0 
33.8 
0.0 
1.8 
15.0 
18.5 
30.3 
70.5 
82.3 
0.0 
1.0 
1.5 
13.0 
6.0 
5.5 
6.3 
0,0 
0,0 
17.7 
125.9 
169.1 
148.9 
67.0 
0.0 
0.0 
14.4 
36.3 
62.6 
64.4 
69.2 
0.0 
0.0 
6.2 
8.7 
25.2 
56.3 
103.5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.4 
4.5 
5.8 
6.7 
10.0 
B75.9 404.2 316.2 66.4 612.4 306.2 218.4 33.3 528.6 246.9 199.9 28.4 
* Yloldfi jilvcn nro from four l/TJl-ncre plots of 30 pinnts cach which is equivalent to npproximatcly 
l/;iO ncrc. 
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Tabic 2.—Percentase of fruit in the four grades from plots treated with dif­
ferent fungicides 
Kurliunu Tritchard 
Trciilment No. I No. 2 Culls Rots No. 1 No. 2 Culls Hots No. 1 No. 2 Culla Rota 
1<J41 P.. Pel. Prf. /V/. Pet. Pel. Pel. Pel. Pel. Pet. PcL 
Trihjusic dust 31.a 17.4 5.0 58.1 22.0 17.3 2.6 .56.2 25.3 16.1 2.4 
Cu:'() dust. W. i) 21.1 4.3 5fi.7 24.4 16.4 •j.fi 55.0 25.7 16.6 2.6 
OujO spniy Ti'J. 8 2fi.fi Ki.r) 3.a 56.2 23.8 17.1 2.H 55.4 2G.4 15.6 2.6 
Chock MB. 2 27..1 28.7 7.7 46.5 23.3 25.2 5.0 47.4 26.4 23.0 3.2 
Tribasic spray 26.9 19.7 4.1 56.6 22.1 18.9 2.3 53.4 25.0 18.7 2.8 
Bordcuux 46.2 27.6 21.6 4.5 52.3 2C.2 18.7 2.8 52.7 24.6 19.9 2.8 
IH2 
Trilmsic dust H.H •ir».4 37.7 8.1 43.0 35.7 19.1 2.1 48.0 34.5 14.9 2.6 
CuaO dust 10.0 42.1 H9.2 8.8 43,7 35.8 18.0 2.5 52.8 31.2 13.6 2.4 
Cu,i() spray 9.1 41.2 39.3 10.4 39.8 37.9 18.3 3.9 51.4 32.0 13.4 3.2 
Cliecl; a2.« 45.7 15.2 18.0 41.9 33.3 6.7 J9.5 44.8 20.7 6.0 
TriliaNic spray lU.G •Vi. 6 3H.2 7.6 42.0 38.6 17.1 2.3 46.9 34.3 16.2 2.6 
Uor<k'uux 1L\0 45.4 35.5 7.1 51.8 30.5 14.7 2.9 57.2 26.7 13.5 2.6 
Marglobo 
Table 3.—The monthly precipitation at Blacksburg, Va. during the summer of 
1911 and 1942. From the U.S. Weather Bureau records 
Month 
Precipitation in indies 
1941 1942 
6.94 5.66 
July 6.08 ^.68 
August 1.29 4.77 
Soptembor 1.49 3.59 
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Figure 1 -Pounds of marketable fruit harvested from 1/30-acre plots treated with the different fungicides 
harvest period represents a 10-day interval and includes all the fruit picked during that period. 
Each 
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EARLIANA MARGLOBE PRITCHARD 
FUNGICIDAL TREATMENT 
KEY:|NAIFNUITS BNQZFHJITS ^COL HUTS^ROTTEN FRUITS 
Figfure 2.—Yield of fruit from 1/30-Bcre plots treated with different fungi­
cides in 1941 and 1942. The fungicidal treatments are: (A) tribasic 
copper sulfate dust; (B) copper oxide dust; (C) copper oxide spray; (D) 
untreated check; (E) tribasic copper sulfate; and (F) Bordeaux spray. 
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There was a marked differenoe in the degree of defoliation of the 
plcmts on the treated and untreated plots* The photographs shown in 
plate 2 and 3 give a visual comparison of sprayed and unsprayed plants* 
Many of the fruits from the plants on the untreated plots were infeoted 
with Phytophthora Infestans and Alteraaria solani (see Plate 4), 
The yield data from the various treatments were subjected to an 
analysis of varianoe according to the method of Snedeeor (89)» A suimnary 
of this analysis is given in table 5. The yields of the Earliana find 
Pritohard varieties from plots receiving fungicidal applications were 
significantly better (1 per cent level) than those from the untreated 
check plots but the yields of Marglobe from treated plots were just short 
of being significantly better than those of the untreated check plots* 
The analysis of varianoe of the yields of marketable fruit of all the 
sprayed and dusted plots showed that there vras no difference between 
fungicidal treatments when yields alone were considered* But, when the 
influence of the treatment on date of ripening (pickings x treatments) 
was considered, there was a significant difference between the Bordeaux 
mixture and the other fungicidal treatments. This significant differenoe 
existed for all three varieties in 1941, 
A comparison of the picking trends is graphically illustrated by the 
regression lines in figure 3. The influence of Bordeaux mixture on the 
picking yields appears to be greater for Uarglobe than for Pritchard and 
Earliana* Since the slope of these regression lines is influenced by the 
totsd yield as well as ly the date of ripening, the differences in the 
slope of the lines cannot be attributed to a differenoe in the date of 
ripening vmless there is an insignificant variation in the yields of the 
plots ooncerned* Therefore, the regression lines for the plots of 
Earliana and Pritchard that received fungicidal applications cannot be 
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Figure 3.—Regression of yield of marketable fruit on harvest period (pickings). 
Plate 2 
Photogrsqphs of unspreyed plants (A) and 
trllsaBio oopper sulfate sprayed plant a (B) 
of the Pritohard variety. Note the abundance 
of healthy foliage on the spreyed plants. 
Photographed August 25, 1941. 
Plate 2 
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Plate S 
Photograph of two adjacent plots, oae unapreyed (left), the 
other sprayed with vuprous oxide (right). Photographed 
August 9, 1941• 
Plate 4 
Diseased fruits illustratiag the t^'pes of 
Injury occurring on tcmatoes in southwest 
Virginia. 
Aj Lesions caused ty Phytophthora infestans. 
B, Lesions caused by Alternaria solani. 
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Plate 4 
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Table 4.—Yield of Vomatoes in 1942 from plots of approximately 1/30 acre 
Treatment 
Harvoflt 
dates 
£urliana Pritchard Marglobc 
No. 1 No. 2 Culls Rota No. 1 No. 2 Culls Rota No. 1 No. 2 CullB Rots 
Tribaelc dust 
Total 
7/27-8/5 
8/6-8/15 
8/16-8/25 
8/26-9/4 
9/5-9/14 
9/15-9/24 
9/25 
Lbs. 
,1.0 
17.5 
81.5 
15.0 
21.3 
1.3 
5.0 
Lhi. 
3.3 
4R.0 
151.3 
229.5 
42.3 
5.5 
7.3 
Lbs. 
2.0 
37.0 
96.3 
168.0 
51.3 
13.8 
36.8 
Lbs. 
1.5 
22.3 
24.5 
25.0 
4.8 
4.0 
4.8 
Lbe. 
0.0 
4.8 
33.8 
130.3 
246.8 
266.0 
83.8 
Lbn. 
0.0 
4.0 
58.0 
180.8 
138.0 
192.5 
61.8 
Lla. 
0.0 
2.3 
11.6 
22.5 
48.0 
134.5 
121.5 
Lbs. 
0.0 
1.5 
23.1 
12.0 
8.3 
11.8 
2.3 
Lb«, 
0.0 
0.0 
27.3 
78.3 
162.0 
337.4 
U8.3 
Lbs. 
0.0 
0.0 
36.7 
141.2 
97.2 
169.7 
74.8 
Lbs, 
0.0 
0.0 
8.1 
18.3 
21.2 
74.8 
102.3 
Lba. 
0.0 
0.0 
5.0 
7.5 
6.2 
17.9 
3.1 
94.6 487.2 405.2 86.9 765.5 635.1 340.3 38.2 723.3 519.6 224.7 39.7 
Coppor oxide 
auflt 
Total 
7/27-8/5 
8/6-8/15 
8/16-8/25 
8/26-9/4 
9/5-9/14 
9/15-9/24 
9/25 
2.3 
19.5 
28.0 
24.8 
23.0 
2.3 
3.3 
0.3 
50.0 
126.0 
198.5 
43.0 
5.5 
11.3 
3.0 
42.8 
73.0 
172.5 
62.8 
21.5 
29.0 
0.8 
32.3 
26.8 
17.8 
7.0 
3.8 
3.5 
0.0 
2.8 
40.8 
143.8 
224.8 
236.0 
72.8 
0.0 
6.0 
63.3 
161.3 
121.8 
191.8 
46.3 
0.0 
3.0 
14.3 
23.3 
47.5 
103.8 
104.8 
0.0 
2.5 
4.3 
11.3 
6.0 
14.5 
3.3 
0.0 
0.0 
21.6 
86.2 
172.0 
382.3 
124.5 
0.0 
0.0 
40.8 
101.0 
92.7 
157.5 
73.5 
0.0 
0.0 
11.0 
23.3 
22.3 
62.1 
83.9 
0,0 
0.0 
5.2 
6.0 
6.2 
14.4 
4.0 
103.2 434.6 404. G 91.0 721.0 690.5 296.7 41.9 786.6 465.5 202.6 35.8 
Copper oxido 
Bpray 
Total 
7/27-S/6 
8/6-8/lfi 
8/16-8/25 
8/26-9/4 
9/5-9/14 
9/15-9/24 
9/25 
3.5 
26.0 
24.3 
14.8 
19.0 
2.3 
3.5 
5.0 
48.5 
144.3 
166.8 
46.3 
3.5 
7.5 
1.6 
37.8 
88.R 
169.8 
62.0 
14.3 
29.0 
1.0 
27.5 
32.3 
31.8 
8.0 
3.0 
3.0 
0.0 
7.5 
35.3 
119.8 
179.3 
237.5 
47.5 
0.0 
5.0 
70.5 
182.3 
129.0 
167.0 
42.5 
0.0 
3.0 
19.5 
29.5 
39.5 
88.3 
108.5 
0.0 
2.0 
10.0 
19.0 
10.8 
15.5 
4.5 
0.0 
0.0 
25.0 
62.7 
138.5 
344.9 
136.0 
0.0 
0.0 
35.4 
107.5 
95.4 
120.6 
81.9 
0.0 
0.0 
7.9 
24.0 
18.1 
52.5 
80.8 
0.0 
0.0 
6.3 
11.2 
6.7 
14.8 
5.0 
03.4 421.9 403.2 106.6 626.9 696.3 288.3 61.8 707.1 440.8 183. S 44.0 
Cheek 
Total 
7/27-8/6 
8/6-8/15 
8/16-8/25 
8/26-9/4 
9/6-9/14 
9/15-9/24 
9/25 
0.0 
19.8 
21.8 
0.3 
2.8 
0.0 
0.0 
1.3 
54.8 
133.0 
34.8 
8.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
42.8 
114.3 
140.8 
25.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.5 
24.8 
48.8 
31.0 
3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.0 
35.8 
47.5 
35.6 
33.8 
11.8 
0.0 
13.6 
81.8 
179.3 
66.5 
47.8 
14.8 
0.0 
2.8 
35.3 
95.3 
65.3 
84.0 
38.5 
0.0 
3.5 
10.5 
29.3 
7.8 
11.5 
2.3 
0.0 
0.0 
21.2 
24.9 
46.3 
65.8 
5.7 
0.0 
0.0 
52.7 
152.7 
67.4 
84.2 
19.8 
0.0 
0.0 
14.1 
62.5 
37.6 
96.1 
39.8 
0.0 
0.0 
10.9 
19.0 
6.0 
12.5 
2.4 
44.7 232.7 324.0 108.1 173.4 403.7 321.2 64.9 163.9 37G.8 250.1 60.8 
Tribaaic spray 
Total 
7/27-8/5 
8/6-8/15 
8/16-8/25 
8/26-9/4 
9/6-9/14 
9/16-9/24 
9/25 
0.3 
21.3 
43.5 
14.0 
19.8 
0.5 
3.8 
1.0 
52.8 
156.8 
152.0 
61.0 
4.5 
7.8 
0.8 
29.8 
95.5 
162.0 
67.8 
15.3 
22.0 
0.0 
22.3 
20.5 
21.3 
4.8 
2.3 
2.8 
0.0 
5.0 
51.6 
133.6 
155.6 
220.5 
73.8 
0.0 
6.3 
55.8 
196.3 
128.3 
148.8 
53.3 
0.0 
1.0 
9.0 
24.3 
50.5 
91.8 
83.5 
0.0 
1.6 
3.0 
11.6 
6.8 
10.3 
2.6 
0.0 
0.0 
18.3 
80.6 
119.2 
302.0 
109.6 
0.0 
0.0 
26.3 
132.1 
90.5 
151.3 
60.6 
0.0 
0.0 
9.2 
26.9 
25.8 
74.8 
80.7 
0,0 
0.0 
4.0 
9.0 
5.8 
13.4 
2.1 
103.2 425.9 373.2 74.0 639.8 588.8 260.1 35.6 629.7 460.8 217.4 34.3 
Bordeaux 
ToUl 
7/27-8/5 
8/6-8/15 
8/16-8/26 
8/26-9/4 
9/5-9/14 
9/16-9/24 
9/25 
2.3 
20.8 
42.8 
22.3 
22.6 
6.0 
12.0 
1.3 
40.0 
165.3 
204.8 
61.8 
4.3 
18.8 
0.5 
28.5 
78.5 
137.8 
69.8 
19.8 
44.8 
0.5 
18.3 
21.3 
22.0 
4.8 
3.5 
5.3 
0.0 
4.5 
30.0 
115.5 
147.0 
376.0 
246.5 
0.0 
5.3 
42.0 
125.5 
89.3 
170.3 
108.8 
0.0 
0.8 
11.5 
24.0 
31.0 
74.3 
119.8 
0.0 
2.3 
3.6 
13.3 
9.5 
16.8 
6.0 
0.0 
0.0 
17.5 
61.3 
137.5 
472.7 
221.5 
0.0 
0.0 
26.4 
79.4 
60.0 
152.6 
106.9 
0.0 
0.0 
8.4 
14.6 
21.5 
66.1 
104.3 
0.0 
0.0 
2.7 
7.6 
4.2 
21.0 
5.5 
128.7 486.3 379.7 75.7 919.5 541.2 261.4 51.4 910.5 425.3 214.8 41.0 
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compared, with those of the xmtreated plots because the meane of these 
plots vary signifioantly, 'I'here was no significant difference in the 
yield of the treated and untreated plots of iiarglobei therefore, the great 
difference in the slope of the regression lines for the treated and 
untreated plots of Marglobe is largely due to the difference in the date 
of ripening of the fruit. 
In svonnarizingt it is quite clear, as shonn by the regression lines 
and by the test of significance of the interaction pickings x treatments, 
that Bordeaux aiixture retards the haurvest to a much greater extent than 
the other fungicides. 
The yields for each grade of fruit from the treated and untreated 
plots were also calculated on a percentage basis as given in table 2, 
The percentage of Wo, 1 fruits was greatly increased by all the fungi­
cidal treatments. For Earliana, only 36,2 per cent of the fruits from the 
check plots were rated in the No. 1 grade, idille 52,8 par cent of those 
frcen the cuprous-oxlde-sprayed plots were rated in this grade. For 
pritchard and Marglobe, there was also an increase in tae percentage of 
No, 1 fJniits from the treated plots, but the Increase was slightly 
Bznaller than that for Earliana, The statistical analysis of the percent­
age of No, 1 fruits is suomarised in table 6, On the iiarliana variety the 
percentage of No, 1 fniits for the two sprays (ouprous oxide and tribasic 
copper sulfate) was higher (5 per cent level) than that for tte same 
materials 76ien used as dusts. There was no difference, however, between 
the two matex*lals when used as dusts nor between them when used as sprays; 
nor was there any difference between the average yield i^en using ouprous 
oxide and tribasio copper eulf&te, as dusts and sprays, and when using 
Bordeaux mixture spray. It is evident that the average percentage of 
No, 1 fruits frotn the plots sprayed with ouprous oxide and tribasic copper 
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sulfate was signifieantly better then that from the plots sprayed with 
Bordeaux mixture but this is not brought out in the oomparisons made in 
the enalysifi of variance• The average percentage of No, 1 fruits from 
the plots receiving fungicides was significantly higher (1 per cent level) 
than that from the tuitroated plots. 
On Pritchard and Marglobe, there was no significant difference in the 
percentage of No, 1 fruits betwen the different fungicides. The percent­
age of No, 1 fruits from the plots receiving fungicidal applicotions, 
ho'Arever, was higher (5 per cent level) than that from the untreated 
plots. 
All the I'UngiciueB used in 1941 gave a significant increase in yield 
on Earliana and Pritchard, but not on Marglobe, which was severely Injured 
by the drouth in late stunmer. No one fungicide proved to be better than 
another when total yields of marketable fruits were compared. In every 
case, however, the picking yields from the Bordeaux mixture treatment were 
smaller than those from the other treatments in the first part of the 
season and larger in the latter part of the season. 
Results of 1942 Test 
The foliage diseases were very abundant in 1942, especially on 
Earliana. As a result, the yields for Earliana were approximately one** 
half those for 1941} but, because of more favorable rainfall during the 
latter part of the season, the yields for Pritchard and Marglobe were 
considerably above those of the previous year. The yields for the various 
treatments are tabulated in table 4, As in the data for 1941, each amount 
represents the total yield over a lO-dey Interval, beginning with the 
first picking on July 27, !Ihe analysis of variance of the yield data is 
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siuaraarized in table 5, 
lion© of the fungicides used ijav© effective oontrol of the foliage 
diseases on Eorlieiia tmd, as a result, very low yields were obtained on 
thlb variety# Diseaso control on Pritchard and I.iarglob© ms very satis­
factory in spite of tho rainj' season. A killing frout on September 29 cut 
short the Ivarvost period for Karglobe, v/hich probably aooounted for the 
lower yield of marketable fruit than was obtained fr«n Pritchard, /ill the 
fungicides vised in the test gave a highly significant increase in yield 
of marlretable fruit over the xmtreated check on. all three varieties. On 
Barliana no one fungicide was superior to another but on laarglobe and 
Pritohurd, Bordeaux mixture gave higher yields of laarketable fruit than 
did the other fungicides. On Pritchard the two dusts appeared to be 
superior to tho seme two fungicides (cuprous oxide and tribasic copper 
sulfate) vmen applied as sprays, the difference being sigjaificant at the 
5 per cent level. There was no difference in yield between the dusts and 
sprays on Earliana end Marglobe, 
The tendency for the pickings from the plots receiving fungicidsJ. 
applications to be sinaller than those from the untreated plots during the 
early part of the season and larger during the latter part of the season, 
as was noted in 1941, was also apparent in 1942; but the rapid falling off 
of yields from the untreated plots near the end of the season makes it 
difficult to distinguish between what might be a delay in date of ripening 
on the treated plants auid tho increased yields due to the lengthening of 
the bearing period. For this reason, the regression lines given in 
figure 3 may be ndsleading. It -^dll be resuiily seen, however, in examining 
the regression lines and in observing the yield data in table 4 that the 
pritchard and Marglobe plots sprayed with Bordeaux mixture gave smaller 
yields ia the early part of the season than did the untreated plots or the 
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Table 5.—Summary of analysis of variance on pounds of marketable fruit (No. 
1 and No. 2) 
Comparison D/F 
1941 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squaro 
1942 
Sum of 
Squares 
BARUANA 
Block® 
Treatmentd: 
(IJ Trlb. dust vs. CU2O dust 
(2) CuaO spray vs. Trib. spray 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays 
(4) Others vs. Bordeaux 
(5) Trcatmonta vs. Check 
Blocks X Treatment (Error A) 
Pickings 
Interactions: 
(1) T. dust vs. CusO dust X Pickings. 
2 CuaO S. vs. Trib. S. X Pickings... 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays X Pickings 
(4) Others vs. l3ord. X Pickings 
(6; Treatment vs. Check X Pickings. 
Error B 
Total 
PRITCHARD 
Blocks 
Treatments: 
flj Trib. dust vs. CuaO dust 
(2j CuaO spray vs. Trib. spray 
(3j Dusta vs. sprays 
C4) Others va» Bordeaux 
(6) Treatments VR. Check 
Blocks X Treatment (Error A) 
Pickings... 
Interactions: 
(1) T. dust VS. CusO dust X Pickings, 
(2) CuaO S. VS. Trib. S. X Pickings... 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays X Pickings 
(4) Others vs. Bord. X Pickings 
(5) Treatment vs. Check X Picldngs. 
Error B 
Total 
MARGLOBB 
Blocks ................... 
Treatments: 
(1) Trib. dust vs. CuaO duet 
(2) CuaO spray vs. Trib. spray 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays 
f4) Others vs. Bordeaux 
(5J Treatments VS. Check 
Blocks X Treatment (Error A)-_ 
Pickings 
Interactions: 
(1) T. dust vs. CuaO dust X Pickings 
(2) CuaO S. vs. Trib. S. X Pickings.. 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays X Pickings 
(4) Others vs. uord. X Pickings 
(5) Treatment vs. Check X Pickings. 
Error B. 
ToUl 
15 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
108 
968.68 
8.64 
0.17 405.08 
96.94 
7.047.01 
1,949.19 
206.767.02 
209.86 
372.72 
240.26 
1.989.08 
U.893.49 
8.536.43 
8.64 
0.17 
405.08 
96.94 
7,047.01** 
12D,95 
34,461.17»* 
34.97 
62.12 
40.07 
33l.51*» 
1,982.25** 
79.04 
1.364.35 
33.02 
3.01 
48.89 
165.03 
2,336.67 
717.40 
63,270.31 
135.37 
161.87 
932.72 
255.60 
4.845.28 
4.538.00 
167 240.484.62 68.807.52 
677.41 
31.69 
54.19 
7.03 
1.20 
2.641.17 
2.276.30 
167.573.95 
263.94 
575.09 
544.84 
2,728.63 
4.546.68 
U.452.04 
31.69 
54.19 
7.03 
1.20 
2.641.17«* 
151.75 
34,061.84^* 
52.79 
116.04 
108.98 
f.45.73*^ 
909.34«* 
127.24 
1,193.45 
176.34 
1.03 
698.76 
960.50 
19.489.60 
1.966.55 
142.451.23 
238.67 
490.35 
1,484.80 
16.530.26 
21.913.69 
25.982.00 
143 198.374.16 233,577.23 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
72 
1.050.49 
70.23 
70.23 
31.24 
0.36 
800.42 
2.689.76 
76,594.47 
321.65 
1,161.65 
197.51 
5,120.34 
2,518.08 
12.447.50 
70.23 
70.23 
31.24 
0.36 
800.42 
179.32 
18,898.62«* 
80.41 
290.41 
49.38 
1,280.09«* 
629.62** 
172.88 
2.406.49 
3.61 
78.40 
819.20 
948.64 
18,916.93 
2,785.46 
127.068.95 
260.16 
570.86 
681.93 
7.349.12 
20.431.28 
8.560.30 
119 102,073.93 190.881.33 
* Values show siRnificnnec nt 5 perccnt level. 
** Values show eigniilcance at 1 percent level. 
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plots receiylng either of the other fvuigicldes* The aaalysis of Tariance 
shofred that the pidcings from the Bordeaux mixture plots were signifioantly 
different (1 per oent lerel) from those from the plots treated with other 
fungicidea (table 6)« Iliere appeared to be no differenoe between ouprous 
oxide and tribasio copper sulfate in their effeot on the srield of fruit at 
the different pioking dates* On Earliana the dusts retarded the pioking 
yields more than the sprays but on the other varieties there was no 
differenoe between these treatments* 
The yields by grades, oaloulated on a peroentage basis, are given in 
table 2a The amount of No* 1 fruit from the untreated plot of Earliana 
was 6*3 per oent; of Pritohard« 18.0 per cent; and of liarglobe, 19«& per 
oent* Bordeaux mixture increased the amount of the No* 1 fruit of Earliana 
to 12*0 per cent; of Pritohard to 51*8 per oent, and of Uarglobe to 57*2 
per oent* The other fungicides also brought about a considerable inoroaso 
in the proportion of Ho* 1 f niits, but the proportion nas soinewhat less 
than that for Bordeaux mixture* A summary of the analysis of variance on 
the percentage of No* 1 fruits is given in table 6* The average percentage 
of No* 1 fruits for all the f^zngioidal treatments was signifioantly higher 
(l per oent level) than that for the check on all three varieties* 
Bordeaiix mixture was signifioantly better than the other fxingioides on 
Pritohard and Marglobe but not on Sarliana* 
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Table 6.—Summary of analysis of variance on percentage of No. 1 fruits 
1941 1942 
Sum of Mean Sum of Moan 
CompftriBon D/F Squares Square Squares Square 
EARUANA ft 47.46 161.29 
Treatments: 
(1) Trib. dust va. CuaO dust 1 .50 .50 2.64 2.64 
(2) CuaO spray vs. TrIb. spray 1 24.50 24.53 4.06 4.06 
(3) Dusta vs. sprays 1 72.23 72.23* .77 .77 
(4) Others vs. Bordeaux 1 22.05 22.05 18.53 18.53 
(G) Treatments vs. Check. 1 468.07 468.07** 56.03 56.03** 
Error 15 198.79 13.2V'^ 63.45 4.23 
Total 23 883.63 306.77 
PRITCHARD 
3 19.46 119.78 
Treatments: 
a) Trib, dust vs. CuaO dust 1 4.50 4. CO .50 .50 
(2) CuaO spray vs. Trib. spray 1 1.11 1.01 12.50 12.50 
(8) Pusts vs. sprays 1 3.07 3.07 20.25 20.25 
(4) Others vs. Bordeaux 1 90.32 90.32 296.45 296.45** 
(5) Treatments vs. Check 1 255.21 255.21* 2349.67 2349.67** 
Error 16 467.29 31.15 310.47 20.70 
Total 23 840,96.. 3109.62 
MAROLOBE 
3 978.79 194.79 
Treatments: 
(IJ Trib. dust va. CuaO dust..... 1 0.12 0.12 40.50 40.50 
(2; CuaO spray vs. Trib. spray 1 10.18 10.13 32.00 32.00 
(3) Dusts vs. sprays 1 6.26 6.26 9.00 9.00 
(4) Others vs. Bordeaux 1 51.20 51.20 204.80 204.80* 
(5) Treatments vs. Check 1 185.00 185.00* 3381.41 3381.41** 
Error 15 359.46 23.96 357.46 23.81 
Total 23 1590.96 4219.96 
* Values 8how siRnificnnce at 5 perccnt level. 
** Values show significance at 1 pcrccnt level. 
Table 7.—Comparison of yields from plots receiving fungicidal applications and 
plots receiving no treatment 
Tons of fruit per acre* 
1941 1942 
Treatment Number 1 Number 2 Total Number 1 Number 2 ToUl 
Barliana: 
Treated 11.10 6.43 17.53 1.22 6.82 8.04 
Chock 5.79 4.43 10.22 .68 3.52 4.20 
Increase 5.81 2.00 7.81 .54 3.30 3.84 
Pritchard: 
20.04 Treated 9.82 4.14 13.96 11.12 8.92 
Check 6.50 3.27 9.77 2.62 6.11 8.73 
Increase 3.32 .87 4.19 8.50 2.81 11.31 
Margtobe: 
Treated 7.97 3.71 11.68 11.36 6.99 18.35 
Check 6.16 3.43 9.69 2.48 5.70 8.18 
Increase 1.81 .28 2.09 8.88 1.29 10.17 
• Per aero yields arc calculated from the averasrc of four 1/121-acrc plots for the checks and from 
twenty similar plots for treatments; that is, all plots rcceivinf? funKlcides were avcruKcd tORether, 
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Field Experinent 1943 
The results of the experinents oooducted during the years 1940 to 1942 
inoluBlTe showed that tribasic copper sulfate and ouprous oocide applied 
either as a dust or M a spray effeotively oontrolled the tonato foliage 
diseases and thereby brought about a considerable increase in the yield of 
marketable fruits. These e:5>eriment8 showed also that the Aists were about 
as effeotire as the sprays in controlling these diseases* This, together 
-aith the faot that dusts seem to be more praotloable to use from the stand** 
point of ease of applioation, led to the making of a more preoise comparison 
of Idio effectiveness of cuprous oxide and tribaslc copper sulfate applied 
as dusts* Because of the reoent report by MoHeir (gg) that the yields 
resulting from fungicidal applioatious could be greatly increased by high 
nitrogen fertiliiation« the 194S experiment vas designed to Include tests 
'With side applications of nitrate of sodau 
Materials and Methods 
the same plot of ground used in the previous tests tras used In the 
1943 experiments A split-pXot design was employed* The field ms first 
divided lengtfairise into three plots which were planted to three varieties, 
namely, Rutgers, Pritohard, and Harglcbe* Then it was divided crosswise 
into four blooks (replicates) and each block into two plots, one plot to 
reoeive only the basic fertilizer e^plioati<m made on all plots, and the 
other to reoeive side^^pllcations of nitrate of soda in addition* Each 
of these plots was in t\um divided into three sub-plots and treated as 
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follow®: (1) duBted >»ith tribasio copper eulfatei/, (2) dusted with 
yellow ouprouB oxideiE/, and (3) untreated. Th© size of the eub-plot 
planted to ©aoh variety was l/l21 acre. The basic fertiliser applied to 
all plots was a 2-12-8 mirture applied in a double band at the side of the 
row at the rate of 500 poundc per acre just previous to setting. The 
tomato plants were grown in the greenhouse and transplanted to the field 
on May 28, The first side-application of nitrate of soda v/as made on 
July 7 at the rate of 100 pounds per acre, Dijring the two days follovdng 
thie cpplioation there was 4,86 inches of rainfall and, consequently, it 
is probable that very little of the nitrate of soda was ever available to 
the plants. A second application, at the rate of 50 pounds per acre, was 
made on July 20 and a third on August 3, at the rate of 100 pounds per 
acre. The fungicidal dusts were epplied by means of a motor driven row 
duster. Dust applications were niade on July 14, July 22, July 30, 
August 10, August 14, and August 22, The fruits were harvested as they 
ripened, and then graded end weighed In a similar manner to the method 
followed in previous years. 
The weather conditions in southwest Virginia during June and July 
1943 were extrenely favorable for infection by the tomato pathogens. The 
rainfall at Blacksburg was 6,76 inches in June and 6,58 inches in July. The 
1 A commeroial dust mixture prepered by a local distributor from tribasic 
copper sulfate nwiufacttjred by the Tennessee Copper Compejiy. Tlie 
metallic copper content was 6 per cent, 
2 A counnercial dust mixture prepared hy a local distributor from yellow 
cuprous oxide mtmufaotured by Rohn and Haas Company. The metallic 
copper content was 4,1 per oent. 
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mean temperature was 6«5 degrees higher than nonnal in Jane and 0*& of a 
degree higher in July* Under such faTorable oondltions the pathogens 
derd-oped abundantly on the lower leaves during June and by early July many 
leaves on the upper part of the plant were infected* The lower leaves on 
the plants on the experimental plots were praotioally all destroyed by 
July 14« the date of the first fungicidal application* The weather 
remained favorable for the fungi \mtil after the first fruits were picked 
on August 11* After this date rainfall was extremely deficient throughout 
the remainder of the season* The mean teo^erature in August, at 
Blaoksburg* was 2*6 degrees above normal* The hot dry weather of August 
probably hastened abscission of the diseased leaves* It oan be safely 
stated that the 1943 season in the vioinity of Blaolcsburg was extremely 
favorable for the development of the tomato pathogens and relatively 
imfavorable for plant growth* 
Results of 1943 lest 
The yields of ripe fruit from the various plots are given in table 8 
and graphically illustrated in figure 4* An analysis of variance on the 
yields of maxketable fruit (Ho* l*s and No* 2*s ooi±ined) is given in 
table 9* The average yield of -&e Rutgers variety was slightly higher than 
either of the others, but tiie difference between varieties was found to be 
insignificant* It was also found that there was no difference in the 
response (interaction) of the varieties to the dust treatments. The 
average yield of maxketable fruit for -the three varie-t;ies from the plots 
diisted with cuprous oxide was 597 pounds* for tribasio copper sulfate 
Table. 8.- Surunarized yiel-is of tnmp.toes in LV143 f 'ro.n plots of a;.proximetely l/SO r.cro 
; • • Rutj- C
O o : PritchRrd ; "'err-lcbe • 'v. of 3 varieties 
Tre- tment • Grade :Fo lb re. to t V i r i'f te :TJo llitrrte • • " itrpte; I'.o '*! 11 rF "be: r.'i t"ate • • No I'itrEto; •'itrote 
lbs* lbs. I'bs. iir s. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. 
TribBsic dust • No. 1 t 328.5 • 2S0.5 5 242.3 I 4^aL»8 ; 248.8 J 212.5 : 273.2 : 245.6 
t rlo. 2 : 265.5 • « 266. 3 : 278,8 s 875,0 : 297.3 t 260.0 I 277.2 ; 267.1 
: Culls ] 250.5 : 279.0 t 3 6 8 t e  • • 323*5 : 262.3 ; 273.8 • • 293.8 : 291.9 
: Rots • « 24.5 • • 40.3 t  22,5 t 26.0 : n7.5 : 28.5 : 24.8 t 31.6 
Cuprous oxide : No. 1 * « S88.3 • 304.0 . 307.5 m 305.3 : 334.0 ; 261.5 • 343.3 ! 2Q0.3 
dust • • l^o. 2 • 243.3 ; 236.5 t 343.8 * 293.3 : 283.8 ; 275.3 • 290.3 : 6^8. 5  
t  Culls • « 219*3 t  237.0 I  314.5 : 325.8 : 240*5 ; 235.3 • • 258.1 : 266.2 
• 
• Rots • « 71.5 t  58.5 t 39.0 • • 30.5 ! 43.3 39.3 • • 51.3 : 42.8 
Check • • No. 1 t 264.0 « • 237.0 * • 187.5 • • 193.3 : 190.0 ; 178.0 « * 213.8 : 202.8 
: No. 2 m « 219.5 • 217.5 « 210.8 • • 204.3 : 251,0 : 210.0 227.4 ; 210.6 
t  Culla • • 271.0 } 275.5 • « 310.0 • 312.8 ; 308.5 ; 312.5 • • 296.5 : 300*3 
t  Rots t  42.8 : 35.0 • • 25.5 • • 22*0 : 29*5 : 33*3 1 32.6 ; 30.1 
Average of all • No. 1 : 326.9 . 273.8 * • 245.8 • • 247.5 : 257.6 : 217.3 • * 276.8 ; 246*2 
treatments • « No. 2 : 242.8 : 240.1 » • 2T7.8 • 257.5 ; 274.4 ; 248 .4 t  2G5.0 ! 248*7 
t  Culls • • 246.9 : 263.8 I 331.0 • • 320.7 t 270.4 : 274.0 • 282*8 ; 286*2 
: Hots : 46.3 t  44.6 • « 28.8 > 26.2 ; 33*4 : 33,7 • • 36.2 : 34.8 
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Table 9.- Suianary of analysis of variance on pounds of marketable 
fruits in 1943 
Comparison 
l)ep;ree8 of 
Fre.dom 
Sura of 
Squares 
Kean 
Squares 
Blocks 3 11,328.94 • • • • 
Vp rii' ties 2 1,458.25 729,13 
Error (a) 6 2,253.97 375«66 
.'iitrogen levels 1 2,473,38 2,473.38** 
l.'itrofreii X Varieties 2 457.53 228.77 
i '^ror (b) 9 2,740*76 304,53 
Dusts: 
Cu.sO vs. Tribesio 1 3,152«52 3, 152«524<* 
Dusts vs« Check 1 18,564.06 16,564.06** 
Dusts X Varieties 4 1,799.42 449.86 
Dusts X HitTOgen 2 1^4:1»20 220.60 
Duats X TUtrof^ en 
X VPrioties 4 60.14 15.04 
llrror (c) 36 7,4-33,33 207.87 
Total 71 52,213.50 
*+Values shew significunne at 1 porceui lovel» 
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RUTGERS PRITCHARD MARGLOBE 
CHECK NANO. CHECK NANO  ^ CHECK NANO. 1200 
KEY:  
FUNGICIDAL TREATMENT 
NO. I FRUITS ^N0.2FRU(TS ^CULL FRUITS | JROTTEN FRUITS 
Figure 4 
CoiapariBon of yields of fruit from the series of plots that 
received a basic application of fertiliser with that 
from tho series that received nitrate of soda in addition to 
the basio application* Die unshaded coluisn (Av») represents 
the average yield for the series* The fungicidal treatments 
aret (A) tribaslc copper sulfate dust; (B) cuprous oxide 
dustJ (D) untreated* 
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532 and for the unduBted oheck 426 pounds* The differenooB between theae 
yields are highly eignlfloant; that is, ouproius oxide gave better results 
than tribaaio copper sulfate* and tribasio copper sulfate ga-ve better 
results than no dust* 
;,The plots that received only the basic fertilization gave significantly 
higher yields than those that received both the basic fertilization and the 
supplementary applications of nitrate of soda; the average yield (three 
varieties) of marketable fruit being 542 pounds and 495 pounds* respectively* 
The first four pickings from the plots -nhich received nitrate of soda were 
larger than those from the plots itiiioh received no nitrate of soda* but 
all the later pickings 'were small (See table 10)• The ooaparative picking 
yields from Pritohard are illustrated in figure 5* There was no interaotion 
between varieties and nitrate fertilization* although the difference in 
favor of no nitrate fertilization in the Fritchard variely was sauoh less 
than that in the other vaz*ieties« 
The uneven distribution of rainfall in July and August* as shown in 
figure 5* probably accounts for the plots side-pressed with nitrate of soda 
yielding less than those not side-dressed* During i^e period in early 
August when rainfall was sufflolent* the picking yields from the side-dressed 
plots were larger than those from the plots not sideodressed but with the 
onset of the drought in late August the yields were smaller* This depression 
of yield during the dry period is probably explained in Weaver and 
Clements (99) findings that plants side-Pressed with nitrate of soda had 
shallower root systems and were injured more severely by drought than 
plants not side-Pressed* 
Table 10* Tleld of Tooaitoea Fiekinga in 1943 from Plota of Approxiaately l/sO Aore 
TreatMBt Fritohard Heurgloibe Rnteera 
« « 
II lo. 1 lo. 2 CuUa Rota lo. 1 lo. 2 Culla Rota lo. 1 lo. 2 Culla Rots 
Lba. iiba. U>8. liba. U>8. Lba. JUia. liba. Lba. Lba. Uta. Lbs. 
le daat 1 68*8 28.8 7.5 4.0 45.5 21.8 10.8 6.0 20.8 7.0 5.5 6.8 
vitlMKTt . 2 88*T 88.8 84.0 10.8 74.8 75.0 81.5 U.5 95.0 48.8 50.8 16.0 
aitrate^r S 26*8 84.8 164.5 9.0 50.8 UO.O 151.8 9.5 111.0 106.0 140.8 17.6 
4 8*8 19.5 54«0 2.8 20.0 45.8 65.5 2.5 87.8 62.8 74.5 2.8 
Totala 187.6 210.9 810.0 25.6 190.1 252.1 806.6 29.5 264.1 219.6 271.1 4S.9 
Gu2Q dust 1 50.6 80.8 14.0 8.8 84.8 11.8 7.0 2.8 20.5 4.5 8.0 6.0 
vitbout y 2 94*8 54.5 54.5 18.8 76.5 45.0 86.8 18.5 81.5 84.5 41.5 24.0 
Bi-toateiSr 8 121.8 196.5 175.8 18.6 154.8 185.8 125.8 17.0 177.8 108.8 108.8 82.8 
4 S1.0 62.0 70.8 8*5 68.5 91.8 72.0 5.0 109.0 95.5 71.5 8.8 
Tetala 807.8 848.8 814.6 89*1 884.1 288.9 240.6 48.8 888.8 248.8 219.8 71.6 
Trib. duet 1 50.8 . 21.5 8.8 7.0 46.8 18.5 7.5 5.0 15.5 8.0 2.8 4.5 
wlthovt . 2 98.0 72.5 92.0 10.0 92.5 78.5 59.8 9.8 91.0 86.8 89.8 6.8 
aitrateur S 80.8 149.5 191.0 4.8 74.0 127.5 127.8 9.8 157.8 184.8 116.8 10.5 
4 15.8 85.8 77.8 1.8 86.0 72.6 68.8 8.6 64.8 86.5 92.8 2.8 
Totala 242.4 278.8 868.6 22.6 248.8 287.8 262.4 27.6 828.6 265.6 250.7 U.6 
Ho dost 1 87.5 S7.8 18.5 7.0 46.8 17.0 11.5 7.0 81.0 9.8 5.8 9.0 
with 2 84.8 70.0 80.8 7.8 82.8 75.8 80.0 18.8 97.8 58.0 70.5 14.8 
aitratea 5 18.5 82.8 159.8 6.5 41.8 79.5 156.8 10.5 86.5 115.5 189.8 9.8 
4 2.5 14.8 54.8 0.8 7.8 87.8 64.8 2.5 22.8 89.8 60.5 2.0 
Totala 193.8 204.4 812*9 22.1 178.2 210.1 812.6 88.8 287.1 217.6 275.6 85.1 
CitoO duat 1 77.8 21.5 8.5 6.0 25.8 11.8 7.0 5.8 25.0 4.8 4.5 8.8 
vi^ 2 117.0 71.8 71.8 12.8 78.0 46.8 84.8 11.8 88.8 87.0 40.8 22.8 
aitratea 8 92.8 154.5 168.5 8.8 115.8 182.0 126.8 18.8 142.8 122.8 124.5 22.8 
4 18.8 46.5 77.0 8.0 42.0 85.8 67.8 4.5 52.5 72.5 67.8 5.8 
%nti A. 90« « «9R_0 sn.A 9an SKR.O KO.A 5inA..l Rft.V 

CugP dust 1 eo.B 80.8 14.0 8.8 84.8 U.8 7.0 2.8 20.5 4.S 8.0 6.0 
Vl-UUMt . 2 94.8 64»6 64«8 18.8 76*6 45.0 86.8 18.5 81.5 84.5 41.5 24.0 
nltnttaf 8 121.8 i9e«6 175.8 18.6 154.8 185.8 125.8 17.0 177.8 106.8 108.3 82.8 
4 81.0 62*0 70.8 8*5 68.5 91.8 72.0 5.0 109.0 95«5 71.5 8.8 
Totals 807.6 848.8 814.8 89*1 884.1 288.9 240.6 48.8 888.8 248.8 219.8 71.6 
Trlb. dust 1 50.8 21.5 8.8 7.0 46.8 18.5 7.5 5.0 15.5 8.0 2.8 4.5 
without . 2 96*0 72.5 92.0 10.0 92.5 78.5 59.8 9.8 91.0 86.8 89.8 6.8 
aitrate^r 8 80.8 149.6 191.0 4.8 74.0 127.5 127.8 9.8 157.8 184.8 116.8 10.5 
4 15.8 85.8 77.8 1.8 86.0 72.8 68.8 8.5 64.8 86.5 92.8 2.8 
Totals 242.4 278.8 868.6 22.6 248.8 287.8 262.4 27.6 828.6 265.6 250.7 24.6 
Ho dust 1 87.5 87.8 18.5 7.0 46.8 17.0 U.S 7.0 81.0 9.8 5.8 9.0 
viih 2 84.8 70.0 80.8 7.8 82.8 75.8 80.0 18.8 97.8 58.0 70.5 14.8 
nitrates 8 18.5 82.8 159.8 6.5 41.8 79.5 156.8 10.5 86.5 115.5 189.8 9.8 
4 2.6 14.8 64.8 0.8 7.8 87.8 64.8 2.5 22.8 89.8 60.5 2.0 
Totals 198.8 204.4 312*9 2S.1 178.2 210.1 812.6 88.8 287.1 217.6 275.6 85.1 
C^O dust 1 77.8 21.5 8.5 6.0 25.8 11.8 7.0 5.8 25.0 4.8 4.5 8.8 
ml tlx 2 117*0 71.8 71.8 12.8 78.0 46.8 84.8 11.8 88.8 87.0 40.8 22.8 
nitrates 8 92.8 154.5 168.5 8.8 115.8 182.0 126.8 18.8 142.8 122.8 124.5 22.8 
4 18.8 46.5 77.0 8.0 42.0 85.8 67.8 4.5 52.5 72.5 67.8 5.8 
Totals 805.4 298.8 825.8 80.6 261.6 275.4 285.9 89.4 804.1 286.6 237.1 58.7 
Trlb. dust 1 76.0 84.0 12.0 5.8 87.5 15.8 7.0 4.5 27.8 9.0 5.0 10.t 
tdHi 2 115.8 77.8 79.8 11.8 81.8 68.5 49.0 10.8 107.0 57.0 51.0 15.8 
nitrates 8 42.8 185.8 178.0 7.5 70.8 106.0 189.8 11.8 111.8 188.8 185.8 U.6 
4 9.8 28.0 58.8 2.0 22.5 67.8 78.5 2.5 84.5 66.5 87.8 2.8 
Totals 248.9- 275.1 828.6 26.1 212.6 260.1 278.8 28.6 280.6 266.8 279.1 40.4 
1^  Sh« harrvst poriod/t repr«B«at ten-^by Intervals as f^lovst 1, August 9*4ugust 18i 2, August 19-
August 28} August ZQ-fieptesiier 7} 4« S^teniber 8-••••"••» 
2^ These plots recelTed no side-iqsplloations of nitrate of soda* 
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Figure 6 
Yield of marketable fruit by piekinga from the Prltohard rarlety 
from l/SO acre plots that reeeived a baalc applioation of 
fertillier (oheok) aa ooaipared to that froo plait that reoeired 
nitrate of soda in addition to the baaio applioatione and the 
relation of these to rainfall. The rainfall data are from the 
U, S* Weather Bureau reoorda for Blaeksburg, Va, 
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Laboratory and Greenhouse Teets 
The results of the field test in 1945 showed that the oommeroial 
dust mixture of ouprous oxide was more toxic to the tomato foliage 
pathogens than tribasio copper sulfate dust as Judged on the basis of 
increase in yield of marketable fruit. It is recognized that other 
factors my have been involved in this increase. Certain laboratory and 
greenhouse teste were conducted to determine, if possible, some of the 
basic reasons why the field performance of cuprous oxide dust was better 
than the tribasic copper sulfate. 
In the laboratory, the dusts were compared on the basis of their 
toxicity to spores of Altemaria solani. CLnd in the greenhouse, they iwere 
compared on the basis of their effectiveness in preventing infection of 
young tomato plantts. 
Materials and Methods 
The slide test technique outlined by the Committee on Standardination 
of Pungicidsl Tests, toerlcan Phytopathological Society (2) for testing 
the toxicity of fungicidal dusts was followed, A settling tower similar to 
that designed by Heuberger and Turner (S7), ten inohes in diameter and six 
feet high constructed of "GlaE-o-net", rdth the upper end olosed and a set 
of removable shelves below, was used for dispensing the dusts on the 
slides, A one gram charge of dust was Introduced into the tower through a 
one-faurth inch metal tube inserted in the lower end, by a short blast of 
cos^ressed air at approximately 16 pounds pressure. After an interval of 
about 35 aeoonds, during i^loh the coarse particles of dust settled, the 
first shelf at the bottcm of the tower was removed, thus exposing the 
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slides on the seoond shelf. After an intenral of 30 to 60 seoondB this 
shelf with the slides in plaoe was carefully slipped out, exposing 
in turn the next series of slides. The length of time that each set of 
slides was exposed was predetermined to produce a desired dosage. Pre-
liniuary tests indicated that the dosage could not be regulated by tilling 
the exposure with any degree of accuracy. For this reason a tared lantern 
slide cover 3^''x4'' was placed on the shelf with each set of slides and 
after the exposure was removed^ weighed and the amount of dust deposited 
on the slides calculated in terms of milligrams per square decimeter. 
Thus, the dosage on each set of slides was known. 
The test fungus used was a non-chromogenie, pathogenic, spoinilating 
straini/ of Alternaria solani. After five to six days vdien the mycelial 
growth covered the potato dextrose agar in a 90 mm. petri dish, sporu* 
lation was stimulated by Kunkel's laethod (47). IDiia method consisted of 
wounding the hyphae by scraping the surface of the culture with a sterile 
scapel after which the dish was covered with a freshly autoolaved petri 
di^ cover containing a wetted filter paper. Aa abundance of spores 
developed on the surface of the culture in 40 to 50 hours. The spore 
suspension was prepared in freshly autoolaved distilled water by adding a 
small quantity of water into the petri dish, rubbing the surface of the 
culture lightly with the end of a stirring rod to dislodge the spores and 
then pouring off the liquid into a beaker. Water was added to give the 
desired dilution of spores which was about 12 to 15 per low power field 
(10 X ocular, 10 x obj.). Three l/zo o.c. drops of spore suspension from 
a medicine dropper were placed at different points on each of four slides 
for a test. The slides were then left in noist ohambers at room 
1/ The culture of this strain of Alternaria solani was supplied by 
Dr. £. K. Vaughan vriio had obtained it from Dr. W. D. Hoore^ 
probably the same strain as that described by Thomas (95). 
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temperature for about 15 hours before determining the percentage germina­
tion, The gorsdnated spores from a total of 150 to 200 spores were 
counted on each slide of the four in a test to determine the percentage 
germination for that test* In the first three of the four runs the dusts 
were used as received in the paclcage without any special mixing. In the 
last one, each dust was carefully nixed to assure a vmlfonn blending of 
the toxicant with the diluent. 
The greenhouse tests were made on tomato plants of the Bonny Best 
variety as reooiamerided by UcCallan and V/ellman (64). The plants were 
grown in a fertile potting soil in four inch pots and were about eight to 
ten inches high at the time the dusts were applied. The prooedire 
followed xras to select the desired wunber of uniforai plants and divide 
them into lots of five plants each. The different lots were then removed 
singly to a room ad^loining the greenhouse irfiere they were dusted with the 
fungicides* 
The fungicides were applied with a plungor-type duster. Care was 
taken to cover the upper and lower surfaces of the leaves as uniformly as 
possible but no given quemtity of dust was applied. The foliage was dry 
at the time the Explications were made and the amount of dust that would 
adhere to the leaves was limited. The plants were jarred lightly after 
dusting to dislodge the excess dust that fell on the more exposed leaves, 
After dusting, the plants were placed in the moist chamber and left there 
a few hours before the inoculum was applied. 
The moiet chamber was a glass enclosed box large enough to acccBinodate 
about 30 plants at one time* The floor of the box was covered with wetted 
sphaignvim moss. During the day the moist chamber was protected from direct 
sunlight to avoid over heating. The temperature in the chamber ranged 
between 21° and 28® C. 
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A spore BUBpension of Alternarla eolani was eprayod onto the upper 
and lorner surfaoes of the leavee by neons of a hand-operated atomizer, 
A Buffloient amount of the mifjpenBion v/aa applied to wt the eurface of 
the leaves r/lthout oauBlng run-off. After being atomir-ed the plante were 
returned to the noist ohamber -^here a high relative hunldity was main­
tained, The plants T/ere oacasionally atomized ^vith dlfitilled vrater to 
BBsure a film of water being present on the leaf Burface during the 36 
hours the plante remained in the chejnber. 
Early blight lesions were visible on the leaves of inoculated plants 
in about throe days but they were not counted until the sixth or seventh 
day. The fourth, fifth, sixth and ceventh leaves fron the base were 
removed from the plant find all the lesions on e^ll the leaflets counted 
end reoorded as total nvunber of lesions per plant, 
A total of five greenhouse tests were run. In the first four, the 
full strength dust as received in the packagc was used, but in the fifth 
test the dusts were used full strength and diluted -vslth talc in the 
ratio of one to three, one to one, and three to one. The checkr. oocsisted 
of a series of xmdi^sted plants and a Beries dusted with talc. 
Results of Laboratory Tests 
Ihe data from the first three laboratcrj' teste, in fhich the dusts 
were used without re-nladLng, are given in table 11 and are presented 
graphically in figure 6, These data appear to show that the degree of 
toxicity of the tro dusts was similar although the results were extremely 
variable. The results with low dosages of cuprous oxide were cdnsistent 
*iiile those with oorreeponding dosages of tribasic copper sulfate were 
variable. In low dosages cuprous oxide seened to be slightly more toxic 
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Table 11, Percentage gennlnatioxx of spores of Alt e marl a 
aolanl on slides with various dosages of 
ftmgioidal dusts* 
Expert- Mgm. dust Slide Number Average 
Fungi olde ment per 
No, sq. dm. 1 2 3 4 slide 
Tribasio 1 3, .33 94. ,36 93 .38 91, ,02 91 .66 92 .61 
oopper 1 5. ,96 98. ,80 96 .90 96. ,66 95 .39 96 .94 
sulfate 3 6. ,76 55.19 72 .31 75.16 64 .77 66 .87 
2 7, 27 91. ,28 91 .52 94. ,73 91 .49 92 .25 
3 15.14 36 < .36 27 .35 24.64 25 .52 28 .48 
3 18. ,85 0. ,0 12 .95 1 ,  49 2 .61 4 .26 
1 17. ,52 1. 67 0 ,53 45. .85 43 .70 22 .91 
2 17. 64 53. 06 59 .59 41. 51 77 .21 57 .84 
3 20, ,02 3, ,57 2 .63 10. ,57 0 .00 4 .19 
2 20. ,98 0. 00 4 .73 0. 00 2 .16 1 .72 
Cuprous 1 2. 02 87. 62 95 .38 89. 82 90, .62 90 .84 
oxide 1 3. 69 88. 16 91 .10 90. 84 92. 71 90 .70 
2 6. 76 84. 49 74 .27 84. 68 84, .18 81 .91 
1 7. 15 75. 58 67, .94 66, 35 47, .76 64 .41 
3 9. 06 66. 04 73 .72 58. 22 68, .45 66 .66 
3 14. 42 6. 96 7 .14 37. ,03 14, .71 16 .49 
2 15. 02 19. 31 16, .67 23. 03 16, .43 18, .86 
2 17. 76 65, 37 58, .16 61. 31 59, .93 61, .19 
S 18. 36 27. 90 12 .87 12. 74 21, .47 18, .76 
3 20. 38 0. 72 0, .00 0. 00 0, .00 0 .18 
Che ok 1 97. 07 93 .23 96. 61 69, .80 94, .18 
2 - 98. 60 97, .97 98. 65 97, .43 98, .16 
3 97. 46 90, .57 94. 52 95, .51 94. 51 
Flgujre 6 
Izihlbitiou of gemiination of Altarnaria solani 
spores by doai^es of tribaalo ooppmr aulfaie 
and cuprous ozida diiats* (The lines were dravn 
by estlnate*) The numerals Indicate the number 
of the experiment. 
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than tribasio ogpper sulfate. The heavy dosages (12 to 20 mgin,) of both 
dusts gave variable results. 
The percentage germination on replicate sliden was in close agreement 
with two or three exceptions. Hie most notioeable variation betvreen slides 
vffts vri.th trlbasio ooppei* sulfate i-.fi&n the (germination on tuo elides 
averaged about 1 per cent and on the other tvro about 44 per cent. The 
generally suiall variability in replicates indicates that the dispersion of 
the dusts on the slides vias \iniform, niere \Ta8 considerable variation, 
however, bot-'.veen dosages of similar amounts. For example, a dosage of 
15.85 ngm. of tribasic copper sulfate dust gave an average germination of 
4.26 per cent v;hile a dosage of 17,G4 mgrn. gave 57.84 per cent, Agein, a 
dosage of 15.02 mgpi, of cuprous oxide dust gave 18.86 per cent germination 
'.\hile a dosage of 17.76 mgm. gave 61.19 per cent. The reason for the 
inconsistent results vdth different dosages did not appear to bo due to the 
technique because the replicates were less variable. Therefore, other 
explanations -vrere sought. 
An exQiaination of the tribasic copper sulfate dust revealed that many 
snail olioaps of the copper oon^iound were not blended ^Tith the diluent. 
These cltaapa were best seen after water was added to the dust vrhich brouglit 
out the greenish blue color of the tribasic copper sulfate. It vrould be 
iu^robable that one-gram san^jles taken from this improperly mixed dust 
vrould contain the sajae amount of toxicant. The cuprous oxide dust appeared 
to be more uniformly mixed, A quantity of each of the fungicidal dusts 
was re-mixed for use in future tests. 
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The data from the fourth toxicity test in iriaioh re-mixed dusts mre 
used are given in table 12. The percentage germination on the slides con­
taining tribasio oopper sulfate dust decreased uniformly as the dosage 
increased. In figure 7 the percentage gemination is plotted against 
dosage. The trend of toxicity for tribasio copper sulfate dust appeared 
to follow a curve vrfiich suggested that the degree of toxicity becomes 
greater as the dosage was increased. 
The results with the re-mixed cuprouQ oxido dust wore not in line 
with those obtained from tribasio copper sulfate. The percentage 
germinations on the slides with the 7,98 mgpi. and 10,13 mgm, dosages 
average 70.02 and 50.77 per cent, respectively, viAiioh are about 10 per cent 
lower than that for the corresponding dosages of tribasio oopper sulfate. 
An increase in dosage of cuprous oxide dust from 10.13 mgm. to 13.59 mgm. 
and to 17.76 mgm, resulted in a slightly higher percentage germination, 
Tfliich is contrary to what would be expected. The germ tubes from spores 
in these drops were short, many of them being only one-half to three-fourths 
as long as the width of the spore. The germ tubes on the slides with lower 
dosage of dust were two to three times the length of the spore, A 
plausible explanation of the irregular results is suggested In the fact 
that cuprous oxide dust does not easily wet with water, 'dien the spore 
suspension vras placed on the slide the dust floated on the Gurfaoe of the 
drop. With heavy dosages the dust particles collected in a mass and gave 
an meven distribution. It is probable that the dust floating on the sur­
face of the drops was ineffective in preventing germination} at least, it 
would be slower in imparting its maxiimim toxicity. 
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Table 12, Percentage germination of spores of Alternarta 
solant on slides with varioue dosages of 
re-mixed fungioidal duate. 
Fungicide 
Experi­
ment 
No. 
Mgm. dust 
per 
sq. dm. 
Slide Number Average 
per 
slide 1 2 3 4 
Tribasic 4 6.08 86.97 87.16 95.12 79.13 87.09 
copper 
sulfate 4 8.46 71.30 75.52 78.26 77.78 75.71 
4 12.28 37.81 44,04 37.85 29.88 37.39 
4 13.94 0.78 0.74 4.84 5.71 3.02 
CSuproua 
oxide 
4 
4 
7.98 
10.13 
63.37 
55.42 
70.52 
72.77 
84.13 
58.70 
64.48 
24.17 
70.62 
52.77 
4 13.59 53.71 59.18 56.15 49.97 53.75 
4 17.76 58.82 58.01 56.56 56.69 57.52 
Check 4 99.03 99.18 98.94 99.32 99.12 
Ca">ro',is Oxide 
80 
S 30 
20 
10 
DOSAGE 
Figure 7 
Inhibition of germination of Alternaria aolani spores 
by dosages of re-mlxed tribasio copper sulfate and 
cuprous oxide dusts* 
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Results of Qresahotise Tests 
The dusts applied on tomato plants in the greenhouse reduced the 
nuniber of infeotions of Alternarla solani from an average of 120*25 per 
plant on the check to 7.05 for trlhasio copper sulfate and 1»85 for 
cuprous oxide (Table IS). In four trials cuprous oxide consistently gave 
better control than tribasio copper sulfate. 
Dilution of re-mixed tribasio copper sulfate dust Trtth talc gave less 
cootrtil of early blight as the dilution ivas increased (Table 14)* The 
one-fourth strength dust gave am average of 21,75 lesions per plant -while 
one-half tJid throe-fourth strengths gave 18.25 and 14.50 lesions, 
respectively. Dilution of cuprous oxide dust with talc did not give a 
proportionate reduction in the degree of control. The one-fourth strength 
gave 13.25 lesions per plant, one-half strength 9»25 and three-fourth 
strength 10.75• 
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Table 13* Huidber of leaions developed on dusted and unduated 
tomato plaata inoculated Altemaria solani in 
the greenhouse* 
Treatmaat Test Ho • Plant HuBber Average 
1 2 3 4 5 per plant 
Che<^ 1 104 67 83 115 96 93.00 
Undusted 2 128 27 lie 66 90 83.80 
S 42 29 60 75 102 61.60 
4 241 206 467 66 233 242.60 
Average 128.75 82.26 182.00 78.00 130.25 120.25 
Tribaslo 1 16 6 19 1 11 10.60 
dust 2 6 7 3 3 1 4*00 
3 3 6 14 5 1 5.80 
4 4 10 5 2 18 7.80 
A-rerage 7,25 7.25 10.26 2*75 7.75 7.05 
Cuprous 1 3 2 S 2 0 2.40 
oxide dust 2 0 1 1 3 1 1.20 
3 1 5 0 3 0 1.80 
4 4 6 0 0 0 2.00 
Average 8 14 6 8 1 1.85 
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Table 14. Number of early blight lesions developed on 
tomato plants dusted with different dilutions 
of fungioides 
Ratio Plant Number Average 
Treatment oustttalc 1 E S 4 P«r 
plant 
CSheok 202 168 71 311 188.00 
Talo 52 30 39 29 37.50 
Tribasio 1 1 3 19 24 19 25 21.75 
dust 
1 ( 1 11 12 36 14 18.25 
3 t 1 6 24 24 4 14.50 
1 t 0 10 15 2 1 7.00 
Average 11.50 18.75 20.25 11.00 15.38 
Cuprous 1 t 3 5 13 16 19 13.25 
oxide 
dust 1 t 1 11 16 9 1 9.25 
3 t 1 6 17 17 3 10.75 
1 t 0 5 11 4 S 5.75 
Average 6.75 14.25 11.5 6.5 9.75 
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DISCUSSION 
During the four years of the investigation the foliage diseases of 
tomato oaused a reduction In yield each year in southwest Virginia of 30 
to 40 per cent on unprotected plants. This oonsistent ooourrenoe of these 
diseasns indicates that spraying or dusting of tomatoes In this eurea would 
be profitable each year. The returns from applying a fungicide depend not 
only on disease control but also on seasonal factors and soil fertility 
which determine the growth and productivity of the crop. For example, 
fungicidal applications on the Pritohsird vsu*iety in the unfavorable growing 
season of 1941 gave an increase in yield of 4.19 tons per acre, vhile in 
the more favorable growing season of 1942 the increase was 11.31 tone per 
acre. The foliage pathogens were more difficult to control in 1942 than 
in 1941 yet the returns from spraying and dusting were much greater. The 
results of fungicidal treatments on the Earliana variety in 1941 and 1942 
•were in reverse order to those obtained on the Pritchard variety, the 
largest increase, 7,31 tons per acre, occurred in 1941 and the smallest, 
3,84 tons, in 1942, IThe Earliana variety, being ten days earlier than the 
Pritchard variety, escaped Injury from the drought in August 1941 end pro­
duced about four tons more per acre than the Pritchard variety. In 1942 
the fungicides did not give adequate protection on the Earliana variety 
even though the same nimiber of applications were made as in the previous 
season. This result is in line with observations made by mison (104) that 
eeurly varieties showed more diseased foliage throughout the season than 
late ones. Thus, the returns from spraying or 
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dusting tomatoes doponds on the variety employed aa well ae environiiient. 
The value of Dordoaux mixture for controlling the tomato foliage 
diseases has been a debatable question (iJunoie (65), ilugent (66), vHhipple 
and Walker (100)). On iht; basis of increased yield, Bordeaux mixture gave 
results equally as good as i\ny other iVtngioide used in 1941 arid it iras 
superior to the other fungicides on the Pritchard and idarglobe varieties 
ixi 194S. A disadvantage of using Bordeaux mixture, hov.-ever, is that it 
definitely delays the date of harvest (Edgerton (21), Horcfall, IJagie end 
Suit (42)), From the data in table 1 it yrill be seen that in 1942 for the 
rritchard and Karglobe vai'ieties about 25 per cent of the total yield of 
narketablo fruit from the plots sprayed with Bordeaux mixture v;as obtained 
in the last ten-day harvest period, viiile in the sane period the average 
portion of the crop obtained from the plots treated vd.th other fungicides 
vfas 9.4 per cent for the pritohard variety and 16,4 per cent for the 
Llarglobe variety, Ifhie means that the yields from the Bordeaux mixture 
sprayed plots were lower than those from the plots receiving other 
fungicides up imtil the last harvest period, A portion of the yields 
rcoorded in the last harvest period TrtiB from green or partially ripe fruit 
picked after a killing frost on September 27 end Tras unfit for coianercial 
usage. The use of Bordeaux mixture on tomatoes in southwest Virginia is of 
doubtful value since tlie gain in yield from disease control may be counter­
acted by such losses from frost on the Bordeaux mixture-delajed crop. 
It appears from the results of the 1941 and 1942 tests that fungicidal 
dusts can be expected to give equally as good control of the tomato foliage 
diseases as fungieidal sprays. In each year and on each variety the dusts 
gave increases in yields that irere ee good as those for the sprays, and in 
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1942 on the Pritohard variety the dust gave a significantly higher yield 
than the sprays* The ohoioe between spraying axid dusting must depend on 
faotors, such as* the equipment and time available for applying the 
fUngioide* The oost of dusts vdll exceed the oost of spray materials but 
they oan be more quickly applied with less labor and the application can 
be made with loss difficulty in wet seasons when fungioides are most 
needed. 
The tribasic copper sulfate dust used in the 1943 experiment was 
definitely inferior to the cuprous oxide dust in preventing the foliage 
diseases* This inferiority was shown In the field tests where yield was 
the criterion and in greenhouse tests iriiere the number of infection by 
Altemaria solanl wa» the criterion. A comparison of the two materials in 
the laboratory by the spore toxicity test suggested cuprous oxide was more 
toxic to A. solanl spores than tribasio copper sulfate in low dosages but 
these tests were unsatisfactory for the following reasonst 1« cuprous oxide 
du8t( being difficult to wet with water, gave irregular results in large 
dosagesj Z, the oonmeroial mixture of tribasic copper sulfate dust was not 
uniformly mixed and for this reason gave variable results. The poor 
blending of the toxioant with the diluent xmdoubtedly accounts in part for 
the tribasic copper sulfate dust giving lower yields than cuprous oxide in 
the field experiment. The results of the one test in the greenhouse with 
a re-nixed dust suggests that a properly blended tribasic copper sulfate 
dust also is less effective in preventing infeotion Altemaria solanl 
than cuprous oxide dust. The average number of early Hight lesions on 
plants treated with the re-mlxed tribasio copper sulfate dusts was 15.38 
irtille on plants treated with cuprous oxide dusts the average was 9.75. 
This evidence is not conclusive but it Indicates that the toxicity of tri­
basic copper sulfate to A. solanl is less than cuprous oxide. Horsfall 
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luid Heuberger (39) showed that the more finely divided fonnB of copper, 
ouproUB oxide, were more toxio to fungi than the less finely divided 
forme ae tribasio copper sulfate* 
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SUMMAKT 
The efficiency of five copper fungicidee in oontrclllng early 
blight, late blight and Septoria leaf spot of tomatoeB wae InTestigated 
over a four-year period in the field at Blaoksburg, Virginia and in the 
laboratory at lorm. State College, The data aco^unulated warrant the 
following conclusionst 
1, The yield and quality of marketable fruits on toD^atocs in 
southwest Virginia was greatly increased by the use of five or six 
applications of a copper fungicide. In 1942 the increase in yield on 
the Pritchard variety was 11 tons per acre, 
2, Cuprous oxide and tribasio copper sulfate applied either as a 
dust or as a spray successfully controlled the tomato foliage diseases as 
Judged by increased yields from treated plants, 
3, Cuprous oxide end tribasio copper sulfate applied as dusts were 
equal to and in one instance superior to the saiae materials applied as 
sprays. 
4, Bordeaux mixture was as effective as the other f\mgioides used in 
bringing aboxrt an increased yield as a result of foliage disease control 
in 1941 when the rainfall was deficient during August and September and 
was more effective in 1942 when the rainfall was slightly excessive 
during August and September, 
5, Bordeaux mixture applied to tomato plants delayed the date of 
maximum yield seven to ten days more than either cuprous oxide or tribasic 
oopper sulfate, 
6, In 194^which was a favorable season for the development of the 
pathogens of the three foliage diseases, fungioides were 15 to 20 per cent 
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lesB offioient in controlling the foliage diseases, as judged by increased 
yields, on the Earliana variety than on the Fritohard and Karglobe 
varieties, 
7, In 1943 when August and September were abnormally dry, side 
applications of nitrate of soda depressed the yield of marketable fruit 
about 8 per cent. 
8, Applications of the comrieroially mixed cuprous oxide dust 
available to groTrers in 1943 in southwest Virginia gave about 10 per oent 
higher yields than the oonnnercially mixed tribasic copper sulfate. 
9, The oofflmercially mixed cuprous oxide dust was more effective than 
tribasic copper sulfate dust in preventing infection of tomato foliage by 
Altemaria sola^^^ under greenhouse conditions. This difference in 
efficiency was due in part to the toxicant in the tribasic copper sulfate 
dust not being sufficiently blended with the diluent. 
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